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Depres-sions of the Earth. 
Surprise has been manifested and inquiries 

have been made as to the cause of mountains, 
but the cause which produced the valleys or 
depressions of the earth is just as much a 
matter of wonder. Some suppose-indeed, 
it is a very general opinion-that all the 
lower parts of the earth's surface are covered 
with water, but this is not exactly so, Seas, 
lakes and rivers are only lower than sur 
rounding lands, but there are many inhabited 
portions of our globe which are much lower 
than some great seas and lakes. Thus the 
waters of Lake Erie are about two 'hundred 
feet higher than the rich cultivated plains 
surrounding Lake Ontario, but the latter lake 
is some feet lower than these plains, and is 
the receptacle of their drainage waters. The 
most extensive and wonderful depression of the 
earth is in Asia. It is a vast region of about 
18,000 leagues square; it is occupied, to be 
sure, mostly by the Caspian Sea, but it also 
contains populous cities and extensive culti
vated districts situated in a depression of three 
hundred and twenty feet below the level of the 
Black Sea. 

It is an opinion pretty generally admitted 
by scientific men at the present day, that the 
mountains have been formed by the upheav
ing of their materials, and that they have 
issued from the bosom of the earth. The ne
cessary consequence of a vast upheaval would 
be the depression of another portion of the 
earth. Asia abounds in lofty mountains, and 
the vast depre�sion of the Caspian Sea and its 
adjacent plains is surrounded with great 
mountain chains, hence it is supposed that the 
elevation of these masses caused a consequent 
depression of the Caspian valleys. .. , . 

Invention of the lUicroscope. 

It was in 1664, when John Milton's "chief 
of men," who had wielded the power of Eng
land with a firm and vigorous hand, strongly 
contrasted with the royal but feeble fingers 
which previously and subsequently endeavored 
to direct it, had gone to his account, and just 
after the rupture of the close union which had 
endured, almost without interruption, for near
ly seventy years, between England and Hol
land, that a Dutch youth of eighteen, holding 
a glass thread in the flame of a candle, per
ceived that the melted extremity assumed a 
spherical form. The intelligent lad instantly 
seized on the happy accident. He had seen 
Leuwenhoeck manufacture lenses, such as 
they were, and went on burning his glass 
threads, and attempted to place his little 
spheres between two pieces of lead, through 
which he made an aperture with a pin's point. 
Placing a hair before this simply-constructed 
instrument, he found to his great joy that he 
was the maker and possessor of a capital mi
croscope for those times, and he se(mred to the 
micrographers of the day what they had so 

sought.-American Druggists' Circular, 

NEW YORK, JUNE 19, 1858. 

DAKE'S IMPROVED SUGAR MILL. 

The accompanying engraving represents a 
most valuable mill for crushing sugar cane,. 
patented April 27, 1858, by Frederick E. 
Dake and Thomas E. Hunt, (assignees of 
Frederick E. Dake, of Indianapolis, Ind.,) 
which from its power and simplicity recom
mends itself to all who use sugar mills and 
crushing apparatus. 

The peculiar advantages of this mill are its 
cheapness of construction, requiring no gear
ing, and such compactness of form as insures 
its portability, and easy management by a 
single operator, It is also so arranged as to 
secure a uniform pressure upon stalks of vari
OU3 sizes. 

A is a bed plate, firmly attached to the 
platform, B. C C are rollers in the frame, J, 

which is allowed to oscillate upon journals. 
The lever frame, D, at E, increases the pres
sure to any extent desired. The contact of 
the rollers, C C, with the bed plate, A, is reg
ulated, securing the required pressure by ad
justing the set screw, K. 

The cane is fed into the hopper, F, and as 
the lever frame, D, is revolved, it passes under 
the rollers, C C. The juice is expressed upon 
the bed plate, A, in front of the rollers, C C, 
and running into the groove, G, is discharged 
at the spout, H. The crushed cane is scraped 
from the bed plate A, by the scraper I, as the 
rollers pass over it. 

Communications desiring further informa
tion may be addressp,d to Hunt, Dake & Co., 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

ELMER'S MACHINE FOR GUMMING SAWS. 

--� .�.�. �- � --:-- ---::::; 
A saw when it is to be gummed should be 

held perfectly firm that it may be cut quite 
true, and the cutting tool should be of such 
construction that it will fairly cut away the 
metal and not tear it, The machine for 
filing, gumming and jointing saws (of which 

our illustration is a perspective view) is 
the invention of' H. 0, Elmer, of Mexico, 
N. Y., and was patented by him Feb. 2, 1858, 
and assigned to J. p, Slack and P. J. Bab
cock, of the same place. 

A represents the bed or frllme of the ma-

NO. 41. 

chine, This frame is composed of two parallel 
metal bars connected at one end by a. bolt 
passing through a block that determines the 
distance apart between the parallel bars. 
B B represent two bars, each of which is pro
vided with friction rollers, d d, running in 
grooves, a, of the frame, A. The front end of 
the bars are connected by a curved traverse 
bar, f, in which the �nd of a screw rod, C, is 
fitted and allowed to turn freely. A spiral 
spring is placed on the end of this rod and 
confined between the bar,f, and a plate, h, at
tached to the bar, the cnrve of the bar form
ing a place to receive the spring. The rod, C, 
passes through a nut, D, placed 011 the end of 
the frame, and the outer end of the screw rod 
is provided with a hand wheel, E. 

F is a shaft which is placed transversely on 
the bars, B B, and it carriqs the cutter, G. 
This cutter is cy lilldrical, and the cutting 
edges are of a zig-zag form, or are placed 
spirally around it. A crank, H, is used to 1'0-
tato the cutters. It will be seen that by ro
tating the wheel, E, the bars, B B, and cutter, 
G, lllay be moved back and forth on the 
frame, A. To the inner side of one of the 
frame bars is attached a plate, I, and at the 
outside is a . lever, J, provided with a cam so 
arranged that by pulling out the lever, J, the 
cam will force the saw against the plute, I, 
and hold it firm in the frame b'etween the bars. 
a' a' are grooves in bars of the frame to 
lighten it, and at the same time not to inter
fere with the grip; K is tho saw. 

The implement is used as follows :-The 
frame is passed on the saw, and the bed is 
firmly clamped to the saw by turning the 
lever, J, so that it will be pressed against the 
plate, 1. The gummer is then rotated with 
one hand by the crank, H, while the other 
hand is employed in operating the wheel, E, 
which keeps the cutters against the saw which 
operate on the upper and under surfaces of the 
teeth, thus making them of uniform size, and 
the spaces between are also made uniform, By 
this mode of constrncting the frame the gum
mer is applicable to reciprocating as well as 
circular saws, for the back being open, it clln 
be fixed on a saw of any width. 

Any further information concerning this 
gummer can be obtained by addressing the IIS
signees as above. 

........ 
New Remedy for Con�umption. 

Ergot of rye, or spurred rye, has received 
the approval of the Academy of Medicine at 
Turin, as one of the most active remedies for 
consumption. Dr. Parola, the author, de
scribes its action as infallible, if not in curing 
the disease, at least in staying the pulmonary 
inflammation which constantly accompanies 
the formation of the tubercle. He adminis
ters thirty-one grains of the powder per dllY, 
and suspends it every four or five days for 
forty-eight hours. When the stomach is too 
weak, the resinous extract may be adminis
tered in pills instead of the powder, to the 
amount of one and a quarter grains, or else a 
portion in a solution of gum. Quinine, fox
glove, and even opium, may sometimes be 
administered together with it. By this treat
ment Dr. Parola has cured sixteen cases out 
of thirty-one of alleged confirmed consump
tion in an advanced stage. 

. .•.. 
Hot Air Engine for· EII'YPt. 

A very neat and well-made hot air engine 
was shipped for Egypt from this city by the 
Ericsson Co., on the 9th inst. It is designed 
to pump water from the iamous river Nile, to 
snpply one of the palaces of the Pasha. 
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Issued from the United States Patent Omee 
FOI{. 'l'HI!: Wl1iEK ENDING JUNE 8, 1858. 

[Reported ojflcially for i'he Scientific American.] 

W ABHllOARD-Silas 1\:1. Barrett, Rufus S. Lee, and 
Jabez 1\:1. Waters, of Cinciunati. Ohio: We claim the 
teeth d d d d. made and arranged as represented, to 
the edges of corrugated sheets of metal for washboards 
for increasing and holding the edges of the sheet of 
metal in and to the sides of the legs of the board, as 
represfmted , and for the purposes mentioned and de
scribed ill the speCification. 
MAOHINE FOR MEASURING, REGISTERING, AND TIE

(JEIVING GRAIN DIRI<�T FROM THRESHlNG MAOHINES
Peleg Barker, of Moscow, Mich.: I claim the.combi
nation and arrangement of the parts, substantIally as 
described, for receiving, measuring, and registeriu,; 
grain direct from threshing machines. 

I also claim in combination with the machinery for 
registering, substantially as described, two or more 
measureR or boxes, constructed and operated as de-
8uribed, for receiving the material to be measured. 

RAKING ATTACHMENT TO HARVE61TERs-John A. Bar
rin�"ton, of Fredericktown, Ohio: I claim the recipro
catlllg 01' vert.ically moving rack piece, l{, operating 
8ubstantiaUy as described, in combination with the 
shaft, B, having ali intermittent connection with the 
crane, and the rakes, f f', operated from the rotation 
of the shaft, arranged and operating substantially as 
and foJ' the purposes specified. 

I also claim the combination of rakes, f f', slideR, b, 
to which they are hung, and the grooves, g, of the crane 
arm, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
LocK-Joseph A. nraden, of La Grange, Gu.: I claim 

the slides, G, placed relatively with the ba,rs, B B, as 
shown, and provided with the stationA.ry teeth, II, and 
yielding teeth, h' . in combination with tbe cits, H, 
placed on separate arbors,. and arranged to operate as 
and for the purpO'Se set forth. 

[This invention consists in the employment of a se
ries of slides provided with teeth or racks, and arranged 
relatively with a bifurcated bolt, into tho parts of which 
the ends of the slides work, these parts being used in 
connection with &,series of bits attached to separate ar
bors. pin.ced one within the other, and operated by 
means of keys or knobs, so that the lock is rendered 
unpickable, and at the same time perfectly simple in 
construction. ] 

ApPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING WATER TO STEAM BOIL
ERs-George Brodie, of Little Rock, Ark. : I claim the 
arrangement and combination as shown and described, 
of the cylinder, A, cylinders, B B, pistons, D DEE, 
and cisterns, C C, for the purposes set forth. 

[A notice of thiti improvement win be found in 
another column.] 

BEDSTEAD FASTENINGS-George Burket, of Crogham, 
Ohio: I claim forming a bedstead fastening by a 
straight pin thl'ough the tenon, und two obUq ue pins 
through the mortise, as set forth and represented. 
MOWING MACHINE-John Butter, of Buffalo, N. Y. : 

FiTl3t. I claim the combination and arrangement of the 
jointed levers, C D E, for the pnrpose of supporting the 
driving wheel, and giving flexibility to the machine, 
su�:�����
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arrangement of the carrying 

wheel, L, near the heel of the cutter bar, so that the 
finger bar will pass through the wheel, and the cutter 
bar (or connecting rod) also vibrate through the wheel, 
sU��;fi.d:
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c���i���iing the guard fingers so that 

they may be connected to the finger bar, and support it 
clear from the ground, and also allow the cutter bar to 
work on the underside of the finger bar, as set forth. 
Fourth, I claim the sleeve, W, when connected with 

the sprmg bars, H n, for the purpose of supportinf:i 8;nd 
adjusting the driver's seat on the axle of the dl'lvmg 
wheel, as described. 
Fifth, I claim the arrangement and support of the 

raker' s seat on the lever, C, as set forth. 
Sixth, I claim supporting and carrying the outer end 

of the finger bar, by means of the specific a.rrangement 
of the divider, N, wheel, L, and spring, 0, as de
scribed. 
METHOD OF ATTACHING ORNAMENTS TO THE EAR

William B. Carpenter, of Brooklyn. N. Y.: I claim 
the mode of attaching ornaments to the ear without 
boring or piercing holes therein by the use of the book
ed shaped wire, 13, in connection with the wire, A, and 
the spring, C, substantially as and tor the purpose as 
described. 
SEWING MACHINEs-David W. Clark. of Bridgeport, 

Conn.: I claim regulating the extent of the feed bl 
expanding or contracting the rear end of the lever, EJ 
substantially as described. 
W.A.SHING 1t:1AcHINEs-Edward B. Clement, of Barnet, 

Vt.: I claim the adjustable foot brake, V, in combina
tion with the slatted elbow brakes, L L, and connect� 
ing rods, U U, the whole made and operating substan
tially as described, and for the purpose set forth. 
ADMITTING LIGHT AND A[R 'l'HROUGH STEPS, &C.

John B. Cornell, of New York City; I cla.im as a new 
manufacture an illuminating and ventilating riser for 
door-sills, &c. composed of a perforated and partially 
glazed front platet E, combined with an inner inclined 
glazed sash, C, suoatantially as Bet forth. 
PRESERVE CANs-H. G. Dayton of Maysvillo Ky. : , 

claim the employment of the rubber band in combina
tion with a metal cover and metal clamp, substantially 
as set forth. 

[This invention consists in the employment of an in
dia rubber band attached pennanently to the cover, in 
such a manner as to enable it to lap over the sides of 
the can and cover the joint, and keep the latter closed 
tightly by the 'hrinking consequent upon its elMticity. 
It further consists in the employment of an elastic 
metal clasp around the india rubber band to secure it in 
place upon the can. It is an excellent improvement, 
and will be illustrated in our columns in a few weeks.] 

BED BOTTOM- Benjamin Griffin, of Lawrence, Mass.: 
I claim the mortise bar. the open link, the lifter spring 
with the tapered slat, when combined and arranged 
for a bed bottom in the form and manner as specified. 
WRITING DESK-Joseph H. Grimslev and Perry J. 

Aukney, of New Lexington, Ohio: We claim the ap.
plication to, or construction of, writing tables or desks, 
in the manner substantially as set forth and described. 

[We publish the above ju,t as it comes to us; but it 
evidences an omission of the copyist.] 

MAOUINE FOR CUTTING OUT STUMPS-Frederic Ket;.; 
tIer . of Milwaukie, Wis.: I claim the circular frame. 
:-dttl�� ������f�!:��t!"ta�iia�y
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the purposes set forth. 

�citntifit �mtritnn+ 
APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFAOTURE OF BEER-Geo. 

Habich, of Roxbury. Mass.: I claim the combination, 
arrangement, and connection of the copper. the mash
ing tun. the filtering vessels or vessels, and the hop 
vessel substantially as specified, whereby the several 
operations connected with each of such parts, can be 
conducted, through the agency of the heat, from one 
furnace� and steam from its copper, substantially as 
specifiea. 

I also claim combin g and arranging the w�rt warm
er with the copper, the hop veesel, the filtenng vessel 
01' vessels, and the mashing tun t so as to operate there-
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hop vessels, the copper, the filtering apparatus, and the 
mashing tun, as connected and arranged so as to oper-
ati !Y�o
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water heater. the mashing tUD, the filtering apparatus, 
the hop vessel, and the copper, as connected and made 
to operate together, substantially as set forth. 

EXTENSION TABLE-William Heerdt, of New York 
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for extension tables, for they have been previously 
nsco, although, so far as I am aware, not in conne�tion 
with wooden bars. 

But I claim the metal plates, a b..l. attached to the up
per a.ud lower Burfaces of the bars, .I:S B' C. swaged or so 
formed a8 to be provided with ledges and grooves, c d.: 
which fit one into the other, the whole being arrange a 
as anti for the purpose set forth. 

[This is an improvement in the slides or guide bars of 
the table, whereby the slides or guide bars are not only 
firmly connected with each other, but are also allowed 
to slide freely past each other, so th�t the table may be 
readily folded and extended, and ,till be kept perfectly 
firm in every position.] 
MACIIINE FOR GRIND[NG AND CUTTING-Franklin B. 

Hunt, of Richmond, Ind.: I claim tae arrangement 
in the same machine of the two peculiarly constructed 
hinged adjustable troughs or boxes, B C b, spring set 
bar, s s· 82, and cutter or grinder shaft, E. with spring 
key, e e', and radial arms, 6789, substantIally as and 
for the purposes set. forth. 
STOP WATCh -Charles E. Jacot, of New York City: I 

claim the�II1anner described of allowing motion to the 
independent train by a pin or ita equivalent on the es
capement lever acting on the arms of the .� whip" or 
"'fly," and lettin� one ann pass at each pulsation of the 
balance, as specified. 
PLATFORM SCALES-J. F. Keeler\ of Cleveland, Ohio: 

I claim the application £If a deVice for leveling the 
br-arings of platform scales, when arranged substantial
ly fiS described. 

r also claim combining with platform scales a weight
ed lever or indicator, in such a manner that the plat
form scnles may be used either with or without it, sub
stantially as set forth. 

BENCH PL..,.E-H. L. Kendall, of Baltimore, Md.: I 
am aware that wedges have been inserted in plane 
mouths for compensating for wear on the under sur
face of the plane j Buch, therefore, I do not claim. 

But I claim the compensating piece, C, formed as de
scribed, flO as to be tightened by the gripe, and have 
its face, f. move parallel to it8e1t� as speCified, whereby 
the opening in front of the bit is not diminished by ad
jUBtment of the compensator. 

DEVICE FOR ATTACHING BITS TO THE BRACE-Sam
U. King, of Windsor, Vt.: I claim the mode of fixing 
the tool or auger in its handle or bit stock, viz. � by the 
projection, b, on the tool. in connection with the wedge 
C. and the spring, D, applied to the handle or stock, A, 
and the socket, a ,  thereof, substantially as specified. 

REVOLVING FIRE ARM-Moscs Kinsey, of Newark, 
N. J. : I claim furnishing the dog, G, with the addition
al tooth, K, arranged to operate in combination with 
�quare or equivalently formed bottom parts of the 
backs of the teeth of the ratchet wheel, D, in the man
ner and for the purpose described. 

[The dog which is attached to the hammer i. fur
nished with an additional tooth, BO arranged relatively 
to the tooth which rotates the chambered cylinder, and 
to the ratchet wheel of the cylinder, as to act as a stop 
in combination with one of ...the teeth of the cylinder, to 
prevent the latter being rotated beyond the proper dis
tance, the teeth of the ratchet wheel being properly 
formed for tbis purpose.) 
CARRIAGE SPRINGs-David M. Lane, of West Phil a-
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hicles, for this has been previously done. 
But I cla.im providing the extremities of the plates, A 

A' , with sockets, c, to receive the ends of the wooden 
springs, B B' , as and for the purposes set forth. 

[This a novel mode of constructing the elliptic spring 
for vehicles, whereby the spring is made lighter than 
usual, equally elastic, and as strong, and the cost is 
much reduced. The invention consists in constructing 
the spring of steel and wood combined- curved bars of 
elastic wood, such as hickory, being secured in a pe
culiar way to the inner and steel main plates.] 

BURNERS FOR VAPOR LAMPS-C. B. Loveless, of Syra
cuse , N. Y.: I do not claim of itself the burner and 
chamber on which it is situated. 

But I claim the crescent-shaped generating chamber, 
d. as described, and its arrangement with the siphon 
tube, chamber, c, and burner, f, substantia.lly as and 
for the purposes set forth. 

REFRIGERATING PITCHER-W. W. Lyman, of West 
Meriden. Conn.: I make no 'claim to a valve in the 
end of the nozzle. or on the lid of the pitcher, as valves 
have heretofore been placed there. 

Nor do I claim a Single valve located anywhere. 
But I claim in the manufacture of ice pitchers, the 

particular location of the valve, viz., in the throat of 
the nozzle, when said valve shuts into instead of 
against the opening, and is constructed with double 
sides. or made hollow, provided with a proj€ction lip or 
shoulder, f, and having its seat provided with a lip or 
shoulder, g, substantially as shown and described. 

PUNOFORTE ACTIoN-John V. Marshall, of Albany, 
N. Y.: I am aware of the existence of the patent issu� 
ed to James A. Gray, March. 1857, for an action intend
ed to effect a movement of the hammer somewhat simi
lar to that described in my specification; but I express
ly disclaim the use of mechanism like that Bet forth in 
his specification as constituting his claim� to mak.e an 
action such as I produce upon the hammers of a plano-
f
O�1;at I claim is, the formation and position of the but 
as described. and for the purposes set forth. . I further claim the combination of the butt spring, S, 
and back cheek. substantially as arranged, and for the 
purposes set forth. 
DEVICE FOR OPEltATING THE BOLT TO OBTAIN TAPER 

IN SHINGLE MACHINES-Elijah Morgan, of Morgantown, 
Va.: I cla.im the combination of the eccentric roller, 
F, the swings, H H, and the lever stop and switch, sub
stantially iu the manner and for the purpose set forth 
and described. 
METHOD OF T ANNING-J esse Morgan, of Sumterville, 

S. C.: I claim the compound composed of saccharine 
matter. glauber salts. and muriate of soda, in about the 
proportions set forth, for the purpose of expeditiously 
completing the process of tanning, as described. 

[A full description of this invention is given in an
other column.] 

BREECH-LOADING FIRE-ARMs-George Wettorse, of 
Baton Rouge, La.: First, I claim the {lercnssion rod 
in a movable breech piece, in combination with the 
sliding bolt, when so arranged that the lock in the act 
of firing, shall both make faat the breech- piece and fire 
the charge. 
Second I claim the construction and use of the globu

lar surfa�e on the front end of the movable breech piece, 
in combination with the end of the cylindrical cartridge 
case, for the purpose of more effectually preventing the 
escape of gas at the joint. 
Third, I claim the construction and use of the lever, 

when arranged substantially as described, for the pur
pose of retracting the cartridge CRse. 

BRAKE FOR WAGONS, &o.- Benjamin B. Munroe. of 
South Dansville, N. Y.: I claim, first, The brake bar, 
B, when jointed in the manner and for the purpose sPot 
forth. 
Second. I claim the extension perch, constructed in 

the manner specified. 
MACHINE FOR CUTTING IRREGULAR FORMs-William 

N. Oakes, of Dana Mass.: I claim the combination of 
th� two carriages, B C, having a rectilinear motion at 
different speede.. with the elonga\ed pattern, tracers 
and cutter, for the

l
urposes Bet fortn; not intending to 

claim an elongate pattern as such, or combined with 
other machinery to cut irregular forms, but only its 
ccmbined with two carPiages baving a rectilinear mo
tion at different speeds. in the manner described. 

IMPROVED HELIOGRAPHIO INSTRUMENT FOR TAKING 
THE SUN's ALTITuDE-.Tohn Oakes, of New York City: 
I have stated that the main object of my invention is to 
find the altitude of the Bun when the horizon is ob
!:Icured; but I by no means intend to confine its appli� 
cation to that condition, as it is obvious that it can be 
used as well when the horizon is visible; but it is un� 
der the former condition that it possesses an advantage 
over the quadrant and sextant. 

I do not confiue myself to the use of any particular 
sensitive preparation for the concave surface of the 
hemisphere. 

But I claim the hollow hemisphere having its con
cave surface prepared with a sensitive coating, and 
having an orifice in the center, of its equatorial plane, 
through which to admit the Bun's rays, to act upon the 
said sensitive coating, substantially as and for the pur
pose set forth. 

And I also claim the graduated plate, G, with its ap
pendages, combined with the hollow hemisphere, sub� 
stantially as described, for the purpose specified. 

[See description of this invention on another page.) 
C

O
MBINED UMBRELLA AND HEAD REST-Charles G. 

Page, of Washington, D. C. : I claim combining a head 
rest with an umbrella. as set forth. 

BEE H[VES-Thomas Prosser, of BirminghaIil, Pa. : I 
claim the combination in bee hives of the labyrinthian 
passages. a a a, suspended shafts, H H, and glass en� 
trances , G G, when said parts are constrncted and ft,r� 
ranged relatively to each other, in the manner and for 
the purposes set forth. 

RATOHET PRESSES-Philip H. Raiford, of Mobile, 
Ala.: I claim the. combination of the eccentric pawl 
and ratchet with the, platen of a press, substantially as 
described. 

REVOLVING HEELS OF BOOTS AND SHOEs-James H. 
Roome, of New York Cit):': I claim the combination 
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notched rim plate. H, 8.lTanged and operating substan
tially in the manner set forth. 

[The nature of this invention an.d improvement con 
sists in securing the revolving portion of the heel to the 
boot in such a way as t enable it to be readily attached 
and detached when deSIred, and revolved and securely 
fastened at every quarter revolution, to compensate for 
tne inequality of wear.) 

EXCAVATING MAOHINE-Nathan Sanders, and F. T. 
Sherman, of Chicago, Ill. : We claim the extension fdl
crum piece in combination with the dipper Rhaft, in the 
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crum piece may be tnrown into gear and be carried to 
tbe extremity of the crane for the purposes set forth. 

INK ROLLERs-Alexander Schimmelfennig and Julius 
Ende, of Washington, D. C.: We claim to manufac
tUre ink rollers out of elastic gums, such as caoutchouc 
or gutta percha., or of compounds of the latter in the 
modes described in the specification, or in any similar 
modes. 
AUTOMATIC GRAIN-WEIGHING MACllINE - ,"Villiam 

and Thomas Schnebly, of Hackensack, N. J.: We do 
not claim to be the first inventors of weighing machines 
in which the ,veight of the grain was made to open and 
close valves for regUlating the supply and discharge of 
th
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the operating of the parts which contro� the supply and 
���:��� g� p���s ��:e�red:'i�g ��:��ai�t����:ag� 
other machines have been made in which this feature 
is seen- the patent of W. H. Bramble, April 8, 1856, is 
an example in point. In this device a connection is 
made for one of the purposes just mentioned, with the 
scal� beam i our connection is behind. or in the rear of 
the fulcrum. It is a great and important point to have 
the scale beam elongated in front, or in advance of the 
fulcrum, and to operate the parts which control the sup
ply ot� and die:charge of, the grain, by arms. M Mit, in 
front of the fulcrum. This arrangement permits the 
discharge valves, 0 0, to be kept open for the full exit 
of the grain until the opposite tub, I, has been filled. 
The valves could not thus be kept open if they were 
operated by means of the rear end of the scale beam. 
The use of the elongated arm in front of the fulcrum 
also permits a great simplification of the machine, and 
dispenses with the necessity of connectinp rods and 
levers, lessens the number of points of fnction, and 
promotes the probabilities of accuracy. 
We therefore claim the weighing of grain, &c., auto� 

matically, under a continuous flow or otherwise. with
out employing the gravity or weight of grain, being 
weighed for the purpose ot checking or cutting off the 
supply of grain entering into the receptacles to be 
weighed, or for the purpose of discharging the grain 
from the receptacles in which it has been weighed. dur
ing the period of the process of weighing, or when the 
quantity of grain is being determined or weighed, sub� 
st&ntially in the manner as set forth. 
We claim providing the hopper with hinged valves , 

each havin u a lever with a weight on it, and attached 
thereto, when used in combination w·ith projecting 
arms, which are made to operate the sa.me. in the man
ner and for the purpose as set forth. 
We claim the balanced valve in its location below the 

hopper, and above the stationary chute or bridge, when 
used in combination with projecting arms,- cams, &0., 
and a pendulum with an adjustable weight, In the man� 
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cal hinged valveH, when operated on and for the pur� 
pose as substantially set forth. 
STEAM POWER METEIl.-George' Schuh, of Madison, 

Ind.: I claim the combination of the one independent 
piston, a, working in its cylinder. A, and actuated in 
opposite directions alternately by the steam from oppo
site ends of the engine cylinder, acting successively on 
its opposite sides or faces, carnage, B, pendulum, H, 
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in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
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out both strokes, communicated in a positiVi and aceu· 
rate manner to the friction wheel, c, for the purposes 
mentioned. 
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cords and springs &re combined for action with the re-

ciprocating disk, E, and reciprocating head· block, or its 
equivalent, of tne engine piston rod, essentially as de
scribed, to prevent material pause of the disk at the end 
of each stroke and irregularity in the action of the 
disk by the driving pull on either cord, alternately 
prod'ucmg stretch .and the relaxing of either cord, when 
not acting as a driver. for the purpose of securmg accu
racy in registering, as specified. 
HARVESTING MAOHINES....,Wm. H. Seymour and Day

ton S. Morgan, of Brockport, N. Y. : We are aware 
that various modes of changing the gear and the velo
city of the cutter have been used in which the adjust· 
ments are arbitrarily made, but the8e require skill and 
care on the part of the persons employed. These we 
do not claim. 

But we claim, fint, The combination of the chang
able pinions and gear wheel actuating the cuttere of 
reaping and mowing machines with their centers so 
situated relatively, that the changeable parts shall al
ways exactly fit and gear. when properly placed a:nd 
not otherwise, the whole belllg arranged and operatlDg 
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with the series of holes for the axle of the driving 
wheel of reaping and mowing machines, so arranged 
with relation to each other that while the rate of motion 
of the cutter is changed, the hight of t.he cutter from 
the ground may be varied at the same time� the proper 
rate of motion for the different hights being always 
secured, and in such manner that the changable parts 
shall always fit and gear when properly placed and not 
otherwise. 
PUNCHlNG MAOIIINES-D. S. Sherman, of Lowell. 

Mass. : I do not claim the device shown in the patent 
of R. H. Cole, dated June 3,1856. 

But I claim the manner of punching a nut. washer.or 
other article from plate or bars, by forcing it half way 
out (or more or less) in one direction into a die. and 
then forcing it entirely out in the opposite direetion 
into another die. for the purpose of making the outside 
edges of the nut perfectly square and free from a sharp 
or burr edge, substantially as described. 
PROVISWN CUTTER-Wm Smith, of Cincinnati, 

Ohio: I claim the arrangement of the semi-cylindrical 
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the provision to the cutters as mentioned. 
I also claim the arrangement of the screws, J J K, 

and S S, with the cutters, h, and plate, f, for adjusting 
the cutters from and to the plate. as represented, for 
purposes mentioned in the specification. 

BEDSTEAD-Wm, St. Charles, of Fairmont, Va. : L do 
not claim, separately, any of the parts dcscribed. 

But I claim the combination of the old devices newly 
arranged in the following manner-The collar, L, the 
tenons A II C D, the holes, A BC D, the nuts, e f {!: h, 
and cylindrical bearded wire, arranged in combination 
with the construction of the head and foot board, 
I ILL. the whole being aITaI)ged to operate conjointly 
as and f"or the purposes set forth. 
TAILORS' PRRSSING MACIIINE-L. B. Storrs, ot' Can� 

ton, N. Y. : I do not claim, broadly, the application of 
a treadle to a pressing iron" for this has been previously 
done, and may be seen in nat preSSing and analogous 
machines. 

But I claim the lever, C arm, F, �'goose," H. and 
treadle, D. when connected together and arranged re� 
latively with each other and the press-board, J, so as to 
operate as and for the purpose set forth. . I further claim the particular manner of connecting 
the "goose," H, to the arm, }\ as shown, viz. , having 
the Hgoose" provided with the spindle. m, which 
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independant rota.ry movement, it being understood 
that I do not claim the sphere, K, and fork, I, 
with its shank fitting in the arm, F. for this iij the 
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forth, in connection with the sphere and fork. 
[This invention was illustrated and described on page 

312, Vol. XII, SOl. AM. 
METALLIO CAPS I(OR BOTTLES, JARS, &c.-Wm. J. 

Stevenson, of New York City: 1 claim the construc-
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lap, f, which is left unsoldered or simply tacked so as to 
be capable of being laid hold of, to strip the ba.nd from 
the exterior of the head substantially as described, 
when it is desired to open the bottle or vessel. 

[This invelftion consis.ts in a certain construction of 
metallic caps for preserve bottles and jars and other 
vessels, which affords great facility for their removal 
after having been cemented on to the bottles or vessela 
for the purpose of scaling the same hermetically.] 
SMUT MAOIIINEs-Duncan M. Vance. of Urbana, O. : 

I do not claim the air Buction apparatu:-l. e, nor do I 
wish to be confined to its use in connection with the 
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directly into the ends of the fan case. Either one or 
both of the rubbers may have motion. though the best 
results are produced when both rubbers move in oppo
site directions. 
What I claim id, first, The reciprocating wire cloth 

rubbers, g and h, in connection with a rotary fan, con
structed and 'upcrating substantially as described. 
Second, The double inclined grain screen, c, com

bined with reciprocating rubbers, substantially as de� 
scribed and for the purposes specified. 
GRAIN SEPARATORS-A. J. Vandegrift, of Lexington. 

Ky. : I claim the arrangement of the adjustable feeding 
tube. I, and distributor, 0, within the wind trunk, H, 
so that the grain may be feel in without allowing a 
draft or current of air to foUow it, and so that the grain 
may be presented to the blast in thin sheets, and not 
h!l.ve their gravitation effected by counter currents or 
eddies, or acceleruted by falling upon each other, or 
sliding down from above, substantially in the manner 
and for the purpose set forth. 

[An engraving and description of this invention will 
appear in a fow weeks. ] 
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\r:��I�;�:t valve by conducting it to a vessel or cup or basin, having a waste opening, or openmgs in the bottom, and used as a power upon a lever or beam to overbalance another power.which is greater when the cup is empty, and lees when the cup or basin is full. '1'he conducting pipe, D. the closed valve chamber, A. the set screw, I, fixed over the valve, the fulcrum, H, and beam or lever, G, all the pa.rts as substantially set forth or used in combination for the purpose of'keeping any hydraUlic ram to which it may be attached in motion. 

DOOR LOCK8-L. Whitney, of Toledo, Ohio: I do not 
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a�d ��:��� device used in the majority of locks. 

Neither do I claim attaching a knob, F', to an arbor 
having a bit, a, at its inner end, for this or its equiva
lent is used in cases where the arbor passes entirely 
through the lock and door. 

But I claim the combination of the slotted plate, H, 
arbor, E, and washer, G, as shown, and described. 

[This invention is deSigned for an inside lock or bolt, 
and is intended to supersede the usual slide bolts and 
catches hitherto employed for such purposes. The in� 
vention consists in the peculiar manner of secnring the 
arbor of the knob in the lock, said knob having a bit 
attached to its inner endl and operating the bolt as the 
arbor is turned. the device forming a neat and orna
mental affair suitable for buildings of a superior class.] 
HARVESTERS-Thos. Wendell, of New Albany, Ind. : I claim the arrangement of the rake, a, on the endless belt, b, operated around and below the stationary plat .. form C. in the manner set forth, in combination with the shaft, c,:belt, d, and lever, H

J. 
when these several 
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SASa F ASTENER-J. B. Whitherle, of Upton, MaBB. 
I claim the combination and arrangement of the retractor, K, the pall. or catch, g', the spring. h, and the 
lever, d, applied in the window sash and in relation to 
the rack, b, of the aash frame, fil,S specified. 

PLANING MAOHINE-J. A. 'Voodbury, of Winchester. 
Mass. : I claim, first, Protecting the face of' the board 
in tongueing and �rooving by pressure surfaces, con
structed and operatlng with rotary cutters as described. 

Second, The swivel guide , L, when made to operate 
Bubstantially as described. 

Third, Placing the undJr cutter at or near the end of 
the frame for the purpose specified, substantially as de
scribed. 

APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING AND ADJUSTING GRAVERS 
FOR ENGRAVING MAOHINEs-.T ohn Hope (assignor to 
himself and Thos. Hope). at Providence, R. I . :  I claim 
the curved arm or bar, B, and the graver carriage, D, 
as combined, together and with the graver lever, E. 
and ma.de to operate therewith. sub3tRntially as speci
fied. 1 also claim the adjustable weighted arm, F, in com
bination with the balanced tracer arm or graver. E. 

I also claim constructing the tracer carriage, D, in 
two parts, b c, Bubstantially as described, in order that 
the tracer or graver may be adjusted in a vertical di
rection to cylinders or rollers of different sizes. 
I also claim making the arm, H) and the stoP . L, ad

justable on their shaft and rod as des.cribed, in order to 
bring them into proper positions to cause the elevation 
of thc graver under any situ9.tion of it on the surface of 
the cylinder and when the lever, S, is moved backward. 

I also claim making the weight. G, in two parts, 1 m, 
for the purpose specified. 

MACIDNE FOR FINISHING SOLDERE TUBING-Ed
mund Jordan (assignor to the Benedict & Burnham 
Manufacturing Company), of Waterbury. Conn. : I 
claim the files or cutters, c c. attached to a tilting stock 
which is fitted to a reciprocating slide, F, and operated 
by mean., of the connecting rod, D, crank, C, and stops. 
G G', substantially as and fer the purpose specified. 

I further claim the clamp formed of the two plates, 
I I, attached to the levers, H H, which are connected 
to a treadle, K, the whole being arranged to operate as 
and for the purpose specified. 

[A notice of this invention will be found on another 
page.] 
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E. Hazleton, of Newton, Mass. : I do not clairrra spring 
catch, nor the mere duplication of such. 
But I claim the combination of the auxiliary turning 

stop h, and its recess, g, or the equivalent thereof with 
the Ill�in stop, f, applied to one of the slides, and the 
rebate made in the other, the whole being as and for 
the purpose described. 

I also claim the combination and arrangement of the 
two spring catches, m n. catch bars, q 1', and the space, 
p, whereby during the motion of the supporter, S, on its 
hinges, one catch is made to pass between the two catch 
bars and one catch bar to pass between the two catches. 

SEWING MACHINES-A. W. Sangster (assignor to V. 
M. Rice, Joel Thayer, James Sangster, and Eliza 
Remington) , of Buffalo, N. Y. , I do not claim the hook 
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the idea of making the rough or serrated foot piece, be
cause serrated foot pieces are now in common use. 

But I claim, first, The spring thread carrier, K, in 
combination with the stationary arm, L, and feeding 
mechanism operatiIilg together in the manner and for 
purpose specified. 

Second. The combination of the shuttle, R, and hook. 
7, fastened together, or their equivalents, operating 
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de
scribed. 

Third, The shuttle carrier, U, the case, S, and the 
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HOSE COUPLINGS-Charles Vander Woerd (assignor 
to Al yah Clark & Sons) , of Cambridge, Mass : I claim 
the arrangement and combination of an elastic tube, E, 
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sure of the liquid, substantially as shewn and described. 
[This invention consists in the employment of an elas

tic tube or ring placed within the coupling, and ar· 
ranged in relation to the other parts that the pressure 
of the water within the hose will keep the coupling 
water-tight. There is also a peculiar means for con
necting the heads of the coupling together.] 

MODE OF ApPLYING THE POWER OF THE STEAM EN
GINE-JaCOh- Widmer (assignor to himself and Howard 
Gilbert). of New Haven, Couu. : I claim, first. The 
combination of the rack, d, with the cams, B B, and 
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Second, I also claim the combination of the levers, h 
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substantially as described. 
RE-ISSUE. 

ELEOTRO-MAGNmW ALAR...\ls-A • .8.. Pope, of Somer
ville, Mass. - Patented June 21, 1853 : I do not claim 
the communication of intelligence by the electric cir� 
cuit and magnet as a part of my invention 01' the vibra
tion of the armature for this purpose. 

But I claim, first, The mode of breaking and com
pleting the circuit, or vice versa, that is, by the spring 
circuit breaker operating to cause t: le vibration of the 
armature . 

Second, So combining a hammer and bell with the 
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circumstances substantlally as described. 
Third� The combination of these parts, namely, the 

circuit breaker, hammer bell, and vibrating armature, 
or their equivalent or eqUivalents, with a self-acting 
spring or key in a door or window to opera.te so 8.S not 
only to bring them automatically into action when the 
door or window is open, but maintain a continuous or 
continued ringing of the bell by the interruption of the 
electric current without intervention of other ma
chines. 

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS. 
POLISHING APPARATUS FOR WATOIIMAKERS' LATHES-
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claim the construction and arrangement of the polish
ing apparatus combined with the parts claimed in my 
former patent, as and for the purposes specified. 

TIGHTENING THE TIRES OF CARRIAGE WHEELS-R. R. 
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ing the exclusive use of two sets of taper keys for draw
ing together the t\vo ends of the tire, I claim the ends , 
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for joint operation substantially as and for the purpose 
set forth. 

DESIGNS. 
STOVE DOORS-R. H. N. Bates, of Providence, R. I. , 

assignor to himself and Isaac BackersJ of Canterbury, 
Conn., and J. P. Barstow. 

.. ,., . 
A New Gnomon. 

A correspondent informs us that a friend of 
his has inventeo B new gnomon for sun-dials, 
which is simply a piece of thread or twine 
carried at an angle from the center of the 
dial to a post set at one SIde. This gives the 

accuracy, which no other 

� titntifit �mtritan+ 
Dialing. 

MESSRS. EDITORs-From the notice of sun
dials in a late issue of the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, I am led to make the following 
remarks :-

There is no more beautiful or ingenious in
strument than the sundial ; when correctly 
made and its use properly understood, it can 
present the true time with an unvarying ex
actitude to be found only in the works of the 
Divine Artificer, upon which its power de
pends. The only difficulty lies in the varia
ble nature of the shadow's progress through 
the varying nature of the sun's course, which 
will give a different reading to the hour circle 

- from the mean, or average or clock time. 
While the dial indicates solar time, varying 
with the season, the clock presents equable or 
mean time, being the precise or exact division 
of the hours and minntes to their equable 
length, yet there is no real (.lfference between 
the two. They both come to the same con
clusion, and both precisely accomplish in a 
given period their due degree. Hence with 
the smallest possible trouble it is easy to find 
the very thing sought, and at any time to 
discoY-Elr the true clock time. The following 
table will answer for such indication to any 
person using a dial : 

The sun's center is on meridian, and the 
dial shows noon on H. m. s. 

Jan. 1, when the clock time shows 12 4 3 
Feb. 1, " " 12 13 5 7  
Mar. 1 ,  
April 9 ,  
May 9 ,  
June 9 ,  

" 2 1 ,  
July 1 ,  
Aug. 1 ,  
Sept. 1,  
Oct.  1, 
Nov. l, 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 12 12 32 
" 12 0 0 
" 11 56 55 
" 1 1  57 3 1  
" 12 o 20 
" 12 3 29 
" 12 6 00 
" 11 59 46 
" 11 49 35 
" 11 43 43 

Dec.  1 ,  " " 1 1  49 23 
By this it will be easy to see how much 

difference should be allowed for the equation 
of time, a.nd at any period to find the clock 
time by the dial indication. 

It must be remembered, however, that a 
dial to be exact must be most carefully 
placed. Simply setting a dial north and 
south is not at all sufficient. Pains must be 
taken to secure a true meridian, and before 
the dial is located, that meridian should be 
found with great exactness, so that in setting 
the dial (if horizontal) the gnomon shall be 
perfectly adapted to the true meridian of the 
place where it is to stand. 

It would seem that an agreeable and really 
useful accompaniment to the aial would be a 
proloLgation of the horary circle, sufficient to 
allow the scale of signs to be inscribed, and 
the style to track out the sun's path through 
the heavens, and thus unerringly indicate his 
place in the ecliptic. If in either side of the 
astronomic signs the names of the months 
were written, it would be a most pleasing oc
cupation to notice month by month the pro
gress of the sun in his vibrations backward 
and forward, and to children it would show 
clearly the motion of that planet. R. W. 

[The above communication on the con
struction of sundials is not only intereiting 
but valuable, and the facts contained have 
the freshness of positive experiment, and are 
consequently of interest to our readers.-ED8. 

.. , .. .. 
Inter-oceanic Caual to the Pacific. 

MESSRS. ED1ToRs.-In the last number of 
your paper I notice an article on the " Inter
oceanic C ",nal to the P .. cific, " which, so far 
as the report of Lieut. Craven is concerned, is 
perfectly accurate, but is, I think, calculated 
to mislead those who are not acquainted with 
the previous history of the project ; and as the 
subj ect is one of great and universal interest, 
it is important that no undue prejudice be 
raised against it. 

The proposed route was originally explored 
by W Kennish, Esq., C.E., whose plans and 
estimates were published on his return, and 
submitted to the consideration of eminent en
gineers, both of this country and in Europe. 
Their opinion as to the practicability of con-

structing a canal, without locks, sufficiently 
capacious for the p assage of the largest ves
sels from ocean to ocean, was unanimously 
favorable, provided the data furnished by Mr. 
Kennish should be found correct. The expe
dition under Lieut. C. ",as therefore sent, not 
to survey any new route, nor to make further 
explorations, but merely to verify the state
ments of Mr. Kennish. He has not contra
dicted a single one of these statements so far, 
and his hasty condemnation of the proj ect is, 
therefore, wholly without reason, for all the 
difficulties he urges against it were met and 
estimated for, in the report of the original 
survey. In this state of the case it is impos
sible to pr(mounce judgment until the report 
of Lieut. Michler, Topographical Engineer of 
the late expedition, shall have appeared, when 
the question will be settled by the scientific 
world. 

These facts should be made known, in jus
tice to the promoters of an enterprise of which, 
if successfully completed, the whole world may 
well be proud. Yours, 

JAMES A. ROCKWELL. 

New York, June, 1858. 
• I • • • 

A Pleasant Testimonial. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-I took out two patents 
through the Scientific American Agency, bear
ing date April 2 1st and JulJ; 21st of last year, 
and I now wish to return you my sincere 
thanks and good-will for the reliable and 
beneficial information I received from you 
and your Examiners. You gave me no 
trouble in securing my rights ; and I now 
discover that you have made my claims to 
cover both inventions much broader than I 
expected, which has made my claims of much 
more value to me. I shall soon have another 
case, and shall surely call at your Patent 
Agency to have it prepared. 

JOHN WOODVILLE. 

Chilicothe, Ohio, June, 1858. 
[We are gratified to receive this pleasant 

testimonial from our client, and to learn from 
him that, in consequence of the care taken in 
the drawing up of his claims, his patents are, 
on this account, much more valuable to him. 
It is notorious that inventors who undertake 
the preparation of their own cases are gener
ally not only bothered very much by the Pat
ent Office before their claims can even be ex
amined, in consequence of defective papers, 
but when they do succeed, it is rarely, if ever, 
that their claims can stand a litigation.
EDS. 

.. I • • •  
Successful Copper Mining in Australia. 

On the 29th of September, 1845, the work 
at the famous Burra Burra mines was com
menced by twelve miners ; they now give em
ployment to 1,031 miners, and support a pop
ulation of ner,rly 5,000 persons. Since the 
commencement of the working, the mines 
have produced 128,400 tuns of copper ore, 
yielding 25,700 tuns of copper, which, at the 
present moment, would be worth in Adelaide 
$13,415,000. The wages distributed in these 
mines amount to $4, 125,000, while the divi
dend paid on each $25 share amounts to 
$1,000. The present value of its sh-ares is 
$1,600.600. Such an instance of successful 
mining operations has rarely, if ever, been 
witnessed in any country .-American Mining 

Chronicle. 
. ... .. 

Cotton Mills in Saxony. 

The kingdom of Saxony possesses, as the 
mother of the German cotton mills, tha 
largest number of any of the German States, 
viz., 139 mills, working 554,646 spindles, 
with a yearly consumption of 34,200 bales of 
North American cotton, and 34,000 bales of 
other kinds. A large mill has just been built 
which will run 50,000 spindles, and consume 
yearly about 3,500 bales of North American 
cotton, and 2, 000 bales of other kinds. The 
total number of mills now in working order is 
134, running 604,646 spindles, and consuming 
annually 36, 700 bales of N@rth American, 
and 36,000 bales of other kinds. The largest 
mill has 50,000 spindles in working order, 
and the smallest 120 spindles. 

Uses of the PotatQ. 

This valuable and nutritious e-sculent is not 
only useful to us in the many tempting forms 
in which it is presented in its \lnmistakable 
character, but the farina extracted f'om it is 
largely used for other cnlinary purposes. The 
famed gravies, sauces, and soups of Franc� 
are largely indebted for their excellence to 
that source, and its bread and pastry equally 
so ; while a great deal of the so-called Cognac 
imported into America from France is the 
product of the potato, and imbibed as the 
pure essence of the grape. The fair ladies of 
our conntry perfu me themselves with the 
spirit of potato, under the designation of ea" 

de cologne. But there are other uses which 
this favorite egculent is turned to abroad. 
After extracting the farina, the pulp is manu
factured into ornamental articles, such as pic
ture frames, snuff-boxes, and several descrip
tions of toys, and the water that runs from it 
is a most excellent scourer. For pel-fectly 
cleaning woolens and such like articles, and 
curing chilblains, it is also successfully em
ployed. 

,. . • . . 
Recent Patented Improvementll. 

The following inventions have been patent
ed this week, as will be found by referring to 
our List of Claims : -

FEEDER FOR STEAM BOILERs.-George 
Brodie, of Little Rock, Ark., has invented 
a new feeder for boilers, the object of which 
is to gradually supply .team boilers with 
water equal at all times to the amonnt evapo
rated, and used so that the water within 
boilers will be constantly kept at a given 
hight, and by the most simple means, requir
ing the least possible expenditure of power for 
its operation. 

MACHINE FOR FINISHING SOLDERED TUB
ING.-Edmnnd Jordan, of Waterbury, Conn., 
has invented an improved machine for finish
ing soldered tubing, in which a peculiar means 
is employed for operating a file or cutter for 
the purpose of filing or finishing off the solder
ed seams of the tubes, and there is also a 
clamp for holding tubes while being operated 
upon by the cutters. The inventor has as
signed his invention to the Benedict and Burn
ham Manufacturing Company of the same 
place. 

IMPROVED PROCESS OF TANNING.-Jesse 
Morgan, of Sumterville, S.  C., has invented 
an improved method of tanning leather, which 
consists in treating hides or skins when they 
have been partly tanned by the usual process, 
with a componnd of sugar or other saccharine 
matter, glaubers salts and chloride of soda, 
for the purpose of completing the tanning 
process more expeditiously than when it is 
completed in the usual way, and at the same 
time making leather equal in quality, weight 
and durability to that tanned entirely by the 
old process. 

HELYPSOMETER-This is an instrument for 
taking the altitude of the sun at sea or on 
land, to which the inventor, J. Oakes, of New 
York, has giv&n the above name. The end 
attained by this instrument is, that with it 
the altitude of the sun can be  taken when the 
natural horizon is obscured by fog or is invisi
ble from other causes. It consists of two 
parts, one of which is employed to record the 
altitude by the action of the sun's rays upoit a 
sensitive coating of similar nature to those 
employed in photographic processes, and the 
other to measure the altitude thus recorded. 
The first meutioned portion of the instnlment 
consists of a hollow hemisphere whose equa
torial plane is kept in a horizontal position or 
as nearly so as possible, and has a- small ori
fice in the center, and whose concave is pre 
pared with the sensitive coating. The rays of 
the sun being admitted through the orifice 
produce a mark upon the sensitively prepared 
concave surface, ana by applying the measur
ing portion of the instrument to measure the 
distance in degrees of a circle from the equa
torial plane of the hemisphere, the altitude is 
obtained, being represented by the sai d dis
tance in degrees. 
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lllachinery Wanted. 

Mr. John A. Leclerc, of Montreal, Canada, 
writes to us for information il'l regard to ma
chinery for making shoe pegs, also for lathes 
for turning lasts, ax handles, &c., also a boot 
crimping machine. There are such machines 
in thi s country, and there would be no diffi
culty in getting them i nto the Canadas if the 
government would extend proper protection 
to the iuventor. As it now is, inventors in 
the United States, deprived of all opportunity 
to secure their inventions by patent in these 
provinces, are not over anxious to sell ma
chines to go there, and there by create a com
petition which they have not the legal power 
to regulate. 

... ,., ... 
Improved Coal-Burnin" Locomotive. 

This is an arrangement for regulating the 
amount of air which is supplied to a coal
burning locomotive, and supplying the air at 
the requisite speed and pressure by means of 
a fan blast. Our engravings illustrate fully 
the invention, Fig. 1 being a longitudinal ver
tical and central section, and Fig. 2 being an 
inverted plan of the improvement. The great 
difficulty which has hitherto been experienced 
in the use of coal-burning locomotives is, 
that anthracite requires a strong blast to con
sume it quick enough to throw out the requi
site quantity of heat, and the blast created by 
the escape steam is not enough for this, there
fore some extraneous means, such as a fan

blower, has to be employed. This invention 
consists in an arrangement of such a fan
blower placed underneath the boiler of the lo
comotive, and connected with pipes which are 
provided with valves, and so arranged that 
the fire may be supplied with a greater or less 
quantity of air as desired, and when neces
sary a reverse draft brought down through 
the flues and the upper part of the fire cham
ber, in order to lessen the temperature of the 
boiler. 

A represents the boiler of a locomotive. B is 
the smoke-pipe. C represents the flues which 
pass longitudinally through the boiler from 
the fire chamber, D, to the smoke pipe, B .  
Underneath t h e  boiler a fan, F, is placed. 
This fan is fitted in a proper box, G, which 
connects at the center of each side, with a 
curved pipe, H, the pipe being connected with 
a pipe, I, which is fitted within the smoke
pipe, B. The way in which pipe, I, is made 
to communicate with the fan-box _ is plainly 
shown in Fig. 2. A valve, a, is fitted in pipe, 
I, near its junction with pipe, H. From the 
periphery of the fan-box, G, two pipes, J K, 
proj ect, the lower pipe, K, passes into the fire 
chamber below the grate, L, and the end of 
pipe, J, communicates with the open air. The 
pipes, J K, have valves, b b', fitted or placed 
on them ; these valves, b b', are placed on a 
common rod or axis, and in reverse positions 
the valve, b', being open, when b is shut, and 

vice versa. M M represent two pipes, one end 
2f which communicates with the fire cham
ber above the grate, L, and their opposite 
ends are open to the sides of the fan-box, G. 
Each pipe, M, is provided with a valve, c, the 
valves of the several pipes all have rods, d, at
tached, which rods extend back at the sides 
of the fire chamber and within reach of the 
engineer . The fan, F, is driven by belts or 
chains, e, from the truck axles, the belts bein" 
enclosed within proper cases to exclude dUit, 
and thereby prevent the wearing or " cutting 
out" of them. 

The operation is as follows ;-When an in
tense heat is required, the valves, c c. in the 
pipes, M M, are closed, and the valve, b, in the 
pipe J is also closed, b' in the pipe, K, being 

open. The fire will then be supplied with a 
blast which passes down the pipa, L, through 
the curved pipe, H, into the fan-box, G, and 
thence through the pipe, K, into the fire 
chamber, D, below the grate, L, and through 

� ticntifit 6tmcritan. 
the flues, C, into smoke-pipe, B-see arrows. 
The strength of this blast may b e  regulated 
b) adjusting the valves, a b' . When the t em
perature of the boiler requires to be reduced, 
the valves, a b', are closed, and the valve, b, 

discharges it into the atmospl1ere through the 
pipe, J. This reverse dlaft cools the flues, 
and so reduces the temperature of the boiler. 
By this arrangement the fire of a coal-burn
ing locomotive is placed entirely under the 
control of the engi ne driver, and the heat can 

in the pipe opened, and the valves, c, in the 

pipes, M M, also opened. The blast will then 
pass in the direction of the dotted arrows, 
down the smoke-pipe, B, thr ough C into D, 
from thence throngh 1\1 into G, where the fan, 

, , 
I 
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be graduated as desired. This plan is a great 
improvement on the usual one, which is clos
ing the flues and ash pan with dampers. It 
is the invention of J. M. Hartnett, of Waucon
da, Ill., from whom any further information 
can be had. It was patented July 21, 1857. 

LA FRANCE'S IMPROVED THROTTLE VALVE. 

V ' I j! � fI  

The improvements which constitute the ad
vantages of this throttle valve will be appre
ciated from the following dellcription, refer
ence being had to the illustrations, of which 
Fig. 1 i� a perspective view, Fig. 2 a vertical 

section ll.crOIS the axis, and Fig. 3 a section 
parallel with the axis. 

A is a spherical chamber, containing the 
valve, B .  It is divided by the partition, C C, 
into the compartments, D and E, one for the 

admission of steam into the valve, and the 
other for the passage of steam from the valve 
ports to the steam-chest. The latter is annu
lar, and surrounds the valve, as seen at E, 
Fig. 3. The valve is in the form of a hollow 
frustum, being supported on the axis, F, by 
four arms or partitions, b, which also serve to 
strengthen against any unequal pressure 
that it may Nceive. 

The valve seat consists of a shell surround
ing the valve, and fitting it closely. It is 
j oined to the partition, C, at Olle extremit,y, 
and to the case, A, at the other. In it are 
four recesses or passages, d d, extending from 
the chamber, D, and uniting in a single cham
ber, H, at the end of the V!l.lve. The valve 
stem or spindle is  packed and supported in the 

usual manner, having an adjusting screw at 
each end, e e, to regulate its pressure On the 
seat ; and I is the lever for connecting it with 
the governor. The valve has four oblong 
ports or openings at its sides, f f; and there 
are corresponding openings in the seat, g g, 
between the recesses, d d. 

The steam enters from the boiler into cham
ber, D, filling the interior of the valve, and 
also the passages, d, and chamber, H. As the 
ports are opened, it pallses into the annular 
passage, E, surrounding the valve seat, and 
thence to the steam chest. The course of the 
steam, both in its pasiiage through the valve 
and through the surrounding chamber, is in
dicated by arrows. The adj oining surfaces 
of the valve and seat are grooved, so as to 

constitute a steam-tight joint, and the adjust
ment of steam in and upon the valve is such 
as to reduce friction to a minimum rate, and 
thus produce what may be called a balanced 
valve. The pressure of the steam on a con
siderable portion of the exteri9r surface of the 
valve, by means of the passages and chamber, 
d and H, tends to overcome friction, and makes 
it sensitive in a high degree, while the interi
or arrangement is such that the force of the 
steam in escaping by one port, is counterbal
anced by the same force in the opposite po
sitions of the four different ports. The sup
porting partitions, b, receive the back pressure 
of the steam and throw it upon the center, 
and form in fact four equal and distinct pas
sages for the steam to the ports. The con
siderable area of the four ports and their uni
ted action produce an extreme degree of sen
sibility and a very slight turn of the valve 
varies the opening greatly. So rapid and per
fect is its operation that it is difficult to de
tect a difference in its revolution, when sud
denly changing from light to heavy labor of 
the engine, anli vice �versa. 

It was patented April 13, 1858, by the in
ventor, T. S. La France, of Elmira N. Y., 
who will furnish any further information 
upon being addressed as La France & Colman, 
of the same place.  

- -., . 
Wonders of Photography. 

H. Garbanati, in an article on this subject 
in the American Journul of Photography, tells 
us the following ; -

" I was recently handed two small pieces of 
glll.ss, in the center of each was a dark ob
ject, about a quarter of an inch square . In 
the center of the square of one of these, by 
dint of close and painful examination, I dis
covered a speck about one-sixteenth of an 
inch diameter, which bore somewhat the re
semblance to a portrait of a head. In the 
other was also a speck about one-eighth of an 
inch, and some other very minute specks in 
the one speck, but which I could not recog
nize as any particular obj ects. By holding 
the first piece of glass up to the light, and 
looking through a powerful magnifier, I dis
covered a perfect portrait of about a sixth 
size, and in the other a group of five equally 
perfect, of about half size. To what use might 
not this mode of photographing be put ? In 
war the most elaborate instructions might be 
carried in a bntton or head of a pencil-case ; 
and the general or secretary of war needs but 
a magnifying -glass to save the use of spi�8 
and men from hanging. The whole archives 
of a nation might be packed away in a snuff
box. Had the art been known in the time of 
Omar, the destruction of the Alexandrian li
brary would not have been a final loss. " 
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A Good Chance Cor Inventol"8. 

Notwithstanding the thought expended and 
the ingenuity displayed by the inventors of 
our country toward the improvement of rail
road cars, with a view of better adapting them 
to the comfort of the traveling community, 
there yet remain two objects for them to ac
complish which are not only desirable to com
panies and travelers, bat which are sure to 
bring to the inventor who is fortunate enough 
to successfully produce them a handsome in
come. We allude to some system by which 
convenient and simple sleeping couches (lan be 
provided for night travel, and readily convert
ed into ordinary seats during the day, and 
some contrivance for ventilating the cars, 
without admitting the clouds of dust that ne
cessarily enter the cars when the windows are 
raised or opened. 

These subj ects have occupied the minds of 
many inventors for some time, and for several 
years past statements have gone the rounds of 
the press in praise of what were erroneously 
termed improvements for effecting both ob
j ects. The efforts of the numerous inventors 
whose attention they have occupied have not 
produced the desired effect in a satisfactory 
manner, although good has resulted from their 
labors. A few ye ars ago a prize was offered for 
the best sleeping car by the late F. M. Ray, 
of this city, but among those exhibited there 
was not one which was deemed entitled to it. 

In this country where we measure distance 
by thousands of miles, and think no more of a 
trip by rail from New York to St. Louis, 
nearly two thousand miles, than they think in 
Europe of a trip from London to Paris, about 
three hundred miles, it is with many per
sons an absolute necessity that the railroad 
companies should provide them with sleeping 
accommodations for the night, and in conse
quence we learn from the letters of our corre
spondents that there is at prescnt quite an in
terest among inventors to produce A really 
good and convenient sleeping car. 

We understand that a western railroad 
company have agreed to give one cent per 
mile for the use of an approved arrangement 
of sleeping couches on every car on their road 
to which it may be applied. This would 
y.i�ld an income to the successful inventor of 
$1,000 per annum for each car, and as the 
road employs forty cars, would ensure to the 
inventor for the single road a tariff of $40,000 
per annum. Railroad companies would be 
jnstified in paying a liberal sum for the use of 
inventions for accomplishing these objects in 
the satisfactory manner desired, for the in
crease of travel that wonld follow their adop
tion would produce an extraordinary increase 
in the annual receipts of the company. 

In case that any of our readers should wish 
to try their inventive powers on this subject, 
we will give them the points that are desira
ble to be remembered in the production of the 
present desideratum. The car must be simple 
in its construction, and the seats be capable 
of reversing a8 at present, and should be 
able to accommodate as many sleeping as 
sitting down ; the less shelving the better, 
and strength combined with lightness are 
points to be recollected, and above all, rapidity 
of adjustment either from seats to beds, or vice 
verla, should be the end to be attained. 

We have applied for patents for several im
provements, but there is still room for further 
inventions on what are termed " sleeping 
cars," and we hope inventors will exert their 
energies in that line until the same facilities 
are offered for night traveling on railroads as 
are obtained on our river steamboats. Give 
us easy seats by day, and convert the seats 
into a state-room at night, and railroad 
traveling will then have reached a state of 
perfection in this country that will make 
American railroads far beyond those of any 

S titntifit �mtritan. 
Extension oC Patents by the Commissioner 

and by Con1!'l'61iS. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-I noticed some weeks 
since an announcement in the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN that Charles Goodyear had applied 
for an extension of his india-rubber patent, 
and that the time for hearing had been fixed 
for some day during this month. I am in
terested in the result of this case, and have 
been anxiously watching for an expression of 
your opinion in reference to it, but not one 
word have you uttered for or against it up to 
this time. It was in your power to have de
feated Goodyear'S case if you had taken hold 
of it in earnest. I now fear it is too late. 
Why have you permitted this single important 
case of extension to progress wIthout opposi
tion ? I cannot understand your silence. 

H. 
New York, June 9, 1 858. 
[Our correspondent refers to the patent of 

Goodyear, issued on June ·15&, 1844, for the 
principle feature in vulcanizing india-rubber. 
It embraces the " curing process, " which con
sists in su�mitting prepared rubber to a high 
degreeef heat, which preserves it from being 
affected afterwards by atmospheric and other 
influences, and yet sustains its elastic charac-. 
ter. It is a very vahlable patent ; the process 
is essential to all the varied manufactures of 
this material. From the tone and language 
of our correspondent's letter, it is evident that 
he does not understand our position in regard 
to the extension of patents. In commenting 
upon his communication, we wish him (and 
all others who may hold similar views and 
opinions) to note particularly that there is a 
radical distinction in nature and in character 
between the extension of patents by the Com
missioner, according to an established general 

law, and the extension of patents by special 

acts of Congress ; this case of Goodyear comes 
under the former classification. Our opinions 
in regard to all s"ch questions are guided by 
general principles; and have no reference what
ever to persons or parties whose interests are 
likely to be affected by them. 

By a general law of twenty-two years' 
standing-section 18, Patent Act 1836-a 
patentee may have his patent extended for 
seven years from the expiration of his first 
term, provided his invention is a useful one, 
and he has not been sufficiently remunerated 
for its use. To obtain an extension, he is re
quired to show proof of the value of his in
vention, and the amount of remuneration he 
has received for its use ; and all those opposed 
to the extension are notified to appear, and 
show cause why it should not be granted. In 
such cases a fair hearing of both sides-those 
for, and those against the petition-is obtain
ed, and the Commissioner of Patents, upon 
the testimony before him, adjudicates in the 
matter. As gooa citizens and Just journalists 
we could not, therefore, consistently oppose 
the extension of Goodyear's patent, or any 
other person's patent, so long as the applica
tion is confined to a general law enacted to 
meet all such cases. To do so would be to 
act the part of obstructionists to the fulfilment 
of the law ; and it would also be passing judg
ment without a requisite knowledge of all the 
facts of the case. We consider that the 
Commissioner of Patents is the most compe
tent person to pronounce judgment in such 
cases. He is sacredly obligated to dispense 
justice and maintain the law ; and as he has 
all the evidence of both sides before him he is 
certainly the best judge as to the right and 
wrong of granting or refusing such exten
sions. These brief remarks are s1'lfficiently 
explanatory, and will, no doubt, be satisfac
tory to all who read them, in regard to our 
position of silence in cases coming up before 
the Commissioner of Patents for extension, ac
cording to an established law. 

We have opposed the extension of patents 
by Congress upon general principles ; and as 
we entered very freely into the reasons for so 
doing in the article on page 277, we will now 
add but a few words pertinent to this question. 
Most of those patents sought to be extended 
by Congress have already had the benefit of 

a seven years' extenaion, or their owners have 
been well remunerated, and have been refused 
an extension upon a fair hearing before the 
Commissioner of Patents. Every bill enacted 
by Congress for the extension of a patent, is a 
new law, in every sen$e of the term, because 
it is a special act provided for a private per
son, and cannot be advocated on genera1.prin
ciples. To extend patents by acts of Congress 
to favored individuals is contrary to the spirit 
of our government ; it involves class legisla-. 
tj<>n, and creates invidious distinctions. All 
patentees .are entitled to stand npon the same 
level in th.e eye of the law the rights of one 
are as sacred .. s those of another. Our course 
of conduct in regard to these questions is 
governed by motives which appear to us to be 
just, fair, and honorable. We have no per
sonal feelings to gratify, and no private inter
ests tQ subserve, in opposing the extension, of 
.patents by Congress on the one hand, or in 
remaining silent in regard to those that come 
before the Commissioner, on the other. 

• • •• • 
The Agricultural Division of the Patent 

Office. 

Some newspapers whose editors were evi
dently in want of matter for their respective 
journals have been making a series of assaults 
on the agricultural division of the Patent 
Office, and directing their remarks chiefly 
against Mr. D. J. Browne, the conductor of 
that department, charging him with having 
sent persons to Europe at the government ex
pense, complaining that the seeds were not 
properly distributed and condemning the agri
cultural reports. In consequence of this, the 
Chairman of the agriCultural committee of 
the House of Representatives wrote to the 
Commissioner of Patents for an account of 
this department, requesting him to give an 
epitome of Mr. Browne's history and qualifi
cations. Commissioner Holt replies in one of 
those elegant, elaborate and yet concise re
ports for which he has already become noted, 
and gives such information as clearly satisfied 
the commin';ee that the charges were false and 
the assaults unworthy and unprovoked. The 
Washington Union printed this report, and 
from it we gain the following information. 

By means ·of this department many new 
and valuable seeds, plants and cuttings have 
been sent to all parts of the country, where 
seed stores were inaccessible, and thus the 
farmer who tills the ground that forms the 
outskirts of civilization, has an eq1'lal chance 
with, and can produce the same varieties of 
vegetables and fruits as the farmer who culti
vates the soil closer to the busy haunts of 
man. Again, there are many plants, such as 
the Brassiea tribes, the cabbages and turnips, 
for example, which deteriorate in this climate, 
they ripen and grow too fast, the insect attacks 
the leaves, and thus the plant becomes daily 
more coarse, and the seed loses power and 
health, while in Europe they attain perfection, 
few insects attack them, and as there are 
more people for a given amount oflabor, more 
attention is paid to their cultivation. This 
department, then, actually blessQs our land by 
superintending the importation and distribu
tion of fresh seed which will tend to improve 
our own varieties. 

The Commissioner takes the opportunity to 
make some suggestions Cor improving the dis
tribution, but states that at present " the ut
most care is exercised to secure accuracy, jus
tice, and dispatch in these important duties, " 
and his only complaint is that he has not suffi
cient to supply the demand. 

Of the Agricultural Report he speaks high
ly and thinks it of great importance, but on 
this point we have our own opinion which we 
have not hesitated frequently to express. 

The testimonial which Commissioner Holt 
pays to the scientific attainments of Mr. 
Browne, shows him to be not only exactly " the 
right man in the right place," but also a gen
tleman whose knowledge of agriculture is the 
result of actual experience on farms or plant
ations, and he has gained his information as 
It scientific explorer in nearly all parts of the 
world, as a railway and canal engineer, as a 
chemist working in his laboratory, as an au-

thor in his study, as an editor in his sanctum, 

ever having at heart the improvement of agri
culture in America;. It is therefore a credit 
to the nation to have such a man in the posi
tion which he holds, and the position is a pro
per reward for his valuable services in the 
cause of practical science. 

. . • . . 
Goodyear's India Rubber Exteusion Case. 

MESSRS. EDITORS.-The important Good
year's vulcanized india :tubber extension case 
has been progressing at the Patent Office 
this week. The patent of Chas. Goodyear 
for vulcanized gum elastic, dated .June 15, 
1844, expires on the 15th of this month, un
less the Commissioner grants an extension of 
seven years before the expiration of that date. 

This patent of Goodyear'S consists in treat
ing rubber with sulphur and heat. The 
friends or licensees of Goodyear have put 
forth the most strenuous efforts to obtain an 
extension of this patent, and the public has 
also been actively engaged in opposing the 
extension. 

The Examiner, Dr. Thos. Antisell, who has 
the case in charge, after an immense amount 
of labor, has presented a very able and elabo
rate report in the matter. It shows that 
Chas. Goodyear has personally received $114,  
000 profit from the vulcanizing patent alone, 
and after pointing out that great discrepan
cies existed in the account furnished by Mr. 
Goodyear in his petition, it recommends that 
perhaps the extension had better be granted, 
as it seems hard to send such a ll\Rn of ge
nius into the world penniless at the age of 58, 
who has done so much for the encourage
ment of the arts. It is also alleged by Mr. 
Goodyear, in his petition, that he is poor and 
in very feeble health. 

Messrs. Blatchford and Brady, eminent law
yers from New York, are counsel for Good
year, and Stoughton, Greenough, Stansbury, 
and others, counsel for the American and 
European public. 

The case in behalf of the latter was very 
ably argued by Mr. Stoughton of New York, 
IbI/,d in behalf of Goodyear by Mr. Brady, 
in a very learned and dignified manuer. 

The case will be decided by· the Commis
sioner before the 15th inst., and doubtless a 
just decision will be tendered, as he is fully 
qualified to decide in a matter of this magni
tude. It is alleged that millions of money 
hang on this case. 

Mr. Goodyear is certainly a man of genius, 
as the hundred different applications of his 
invention now on exhibition in the gallery of 
the Patent Office abundantly testify ; among 
which may be seen almost every kind of sta
tionary articles, carpetings, tents, awnings, 
coverings, spreads ; house, ship, and camp 
utensils ; packing, sheathing, and caulkings ; 
valves, stops, springs, wearing apparel, life 
preservers, beds, combs , surgical, medical, 
and philosophical instruments, and a host of 
other things too numerous to mention. 

F. 
Washington, June 11,  1858. 
[Our correspondent will notice in another 

place an article bearing upon the extension of 
patents 'by the Commissioner. This is, un
doubtedly, a very important case, of which 
fact, no doubt, the Commissioner is fully im
pressed. It strikes us as somewhat queer that 
if Goodyear has received $114,000 for the 
vulcanizing patent alone, he should now ap
pear before the Patent Office " penniless at 
the age of fifty-eight. " We shall be able to 
give the decision in the case next week. 

.. ·e . •  
Dr. James Dean died on the 9th inst., at 

his residence in Greenfield, Mass. He was 
distinguished as a geologist, and was engaged 
on a work relating to the bird-tracks in the 
sandstone of the Connecticut valley, at the 
time of his decease. It was to be published 
by the Smithsonian Institution. 

• • • • • 
Propeller steamships appear to be fast super

seding paddle wheel vessels, both in regard to 
speed and economy. Those running on the 
Atlantic make quicker voyages in propo;-tion 
to their tunnage than the crack steamers of 
the Cunard line. 
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Burning of" the Dead. 

It will be remembered that, some two years 
ago, the public mind was horrified by an at
tempt that was made in one of our western 
cities, on the part of a husband, to burn the 
body of his deceased wife. After the excite
ment had in some degree passed away, the 
subj ect was discussed by some of our city 
j ournals in a very calm and instructive man
ner ; and it has since received considerable 
attention from some English physicians. We 
are not prepared to advocate the burning of 
the dead, or to dispense with that time-hon
ored system of burial which has obtained in 
all Christian communities since the days of 
Abraham ; but we consider it a very proper 
subj ect for discussion, and could it be proved, 
in a sanitary point of view, to obviate a more 
serious evil, we could become reconciled to 
what is now chiefly regarded as an inhuman 
relic of a barbarous people. We, however, 
differ in opinion from those who undertake to 

' show that disease is propagated from the ex
halations of graveyards, in cases where they 
are properly cared for. So far as our own 
country is concerned, we believe not a single 
fact can be adduced in support of such an as
sertion, unless it result from the inhuman dis
posal of the remains of outcasts in what are 
known as " Potter's Fields, " and which are 
ofttimes hustled about in premature resurrec
tion by the Vandalism of unprincipled money
gett�s. The whole evil complained of in 
European cities, if not purely imaginary, 
arises from that system of intermural burial 
which is now nearly dispensed with in all 
civilized cities. 

The Evening Post, of this city, notices that 
a book has lately been published in London, 
which seeks to show the advantages of the 
ancient method of burning the dead. The 
only objection its author, who is a " Member 
of the College of Surgeons," finds against 
burial is a sanitary one. He says that " it is 
proved beyond all doubt, that during the pro
gress of that decomposition which a body un
dergoes when buried, the elements of which it 
is composed, before entering into other and 
purer states, forms certain putrid gases of so 
deadly a nature that their inhalation in a 
concentrated state has been known to cause 
instant death ; while in a more diluted form, 
they are productive of the most serious injury 
to health. These dreadful effluvia vary much 
in their virulence, a'Ccording to circumstan
ces ; and there is probably one particular 
stage of decomposition in which they attain 
their most fatal power." 

Church-yards.are, it is well-known, most 
pestiferous places. And we are assured that 
the gases emanating from the bodies when 
diluted, possesses the power of " producing 
various diseases, diminishing the average du
ration of life, lowering the tone of the general 
health, and thereby rendering thousands more 
liable to be attacked by fever, cholera, or other 
epidemics. It is not because they are often 
imperceptible to the sense of smell that they 
are harmless." 

How are these evils to be averted ? Thirty
five millions of human beings die every year 
-nearly four thousand every hour. By what 
means shall this great mass of decaying sub
stance be so disposed as not to vitiate the air 
the living breathe, and the water the living 
drink ? The remedy our author proposes is, 
as we have hinted, that of burning. To ren
der the idea less revolting, he proposes a plan 
which seems to him without objection : -

" On a gentle eminence, surrounded b y  
pleasant grounds, stands a convenient, well
ventilated chapel, with a high spire or steeple. 
At the entrance, where some of the mourners 
might prefer to take leave of the body, are 
chambers for their accommodation. Within 
the edifice are seats for those who follow the 
remains to the last ; there is also an organ 
and a gallery for choristers. In the center of 
the chapel, embellished with appropriate 
emblems and devices, is erected a shrine of 

, marble, somewhat like t.hose which cover the 
ashes of the great and mighty in our old ca
thedrals, the openings being filled with pre-
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pared glass. Within this-a sufficient space 
intervening-is an inner shrine, covered with 
bright, non-radiating metal, and within this 
again is a covered sarcophagus of tempered 
fire-clay, with one or more longitudinal slits 
near the top, extending its whole length. As 
soon as the body is deposed therein, sheets of 
flame at an immensely high temperature rush 
through the long apertures from end to end, 
and, acting as a combination of a modified 
oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe with the reverbera
tory furnac,e, utterly and completely consume 
and decompose the body in an incredibly abort 
space of time ; even the large quantity of 
water it contains is  decomposed by the ex
treme heat, and its elements, in,stead of re
tarding, aid combustion, as is the case in 
fierce conflagrations. The gaseous products 
of combustion are conveyed away by flues, 
and means being adopted to consume any
thing like smoke, all that is observed from 
the outside is occasionally a quiverins trans
parent ether floating away from the high 
steeple to mingle with the atmosphere."  

. .  ., . 
Saleratus and Cream of Tartar in Bread. 

A long article OR the above subject was 
copied from thjl Portsmouth (N. H.) Journal 

into the New York Tribune of the 1st instant. 
Its author subscribes himself A. Baker, and 
his 0 bj ect is to prove that the use of saleratus 
and cream of tartar in bread and pastry is the 
cause of the bad teeth so common in our coun
try, and that it is also a fruitful source of 
disease and premature death. He quotes the 
statement of Dr. Alcott to prove that 300,000 
die annually from the use of saleratus ; and 
he states that in Portsmouth alone 50, 198 
pou·nds of saleratus and 15, 100 pounds of 
cream of tartar are sold annually in a popu
lation of only 10,000 persons. From these 
,statistics, it seems, that every inhabitant of 
that city consumes five pounds of saleratus 
and one and a half pounds of cream of tartar 
yearly. If these statistics are correct, (but 
we apprehend they are greatly exaggerated,) 
there must be a sour set of inhabitants in 
Portsmouth, Mr. Baker statei that Euro
peans have much better teeth than Americans, 
and all because the former do not use salera
tus in food. He also states that the early 
settlers of our country and their descendants 
had good teeth until about fifty years since 
when the use of saleratus commenced. 

The object of Mr. Baker, we have no doubt, 
is a well meant desire to correct what he con
siders a national evil, but if he is not correct 
as to the cause of early decay in teeth, he 
will do injury rather than good, in thus di
recting attention to the wrong source of an 
evil. We are convinced that Dr. Alcott makes 
sweeping charges which cannot be substan
tiated against sal81'atus, in attributing so 
many premature deaths to its use. It is a 
well-known fact that there are many families 
in our country in which neither saleratus nor 
cream of tartar are employed, and who have 
no better teeth than others in which these 
substances are, used. We are acquainted with 
cases of this kind ourselves. An. immoderate 
use of saleratus and cream of tartar in bread 
must be injurious, as is the immoderate use of 
any substance in food, but as Mr. Baker as
serts that the teeth of the Parisians are ex
cellent, it is evident that he overshoots the 
mark in his onslaught on saleratus and cream 
of tartar by our people. When cream of tar
tar and saleratus are employed in bread-mak
ing, the tartaric acid of the cream of tartar 
unites with the potash of the saleratus, forming 
the neutral tartarate of potash, while carbonic 
acid gas is liberated, and raises or lightens 
the bread. Now, if the tartarate of potash is a 
poison in bread, as is allserted by Mr. Baker, 
and if it is �he cause of the e�rly decay of 
American teeth, why does it not produce the 
same effects upon the teeth of the people of 
France, when therll is so much tartarate of po
tash in their wine. Our people eat, the 
French drink the tartar ate, and what is the 
difference ?  If it is such an evil in America, 
it ought to be as great in France. All vine 
casks have a thick, hard crust adhering to 

them ; this is argil or tartarate of potaih pre
cipitated from the juice of the grape. The 
wine-drinking people of France consume far 
more tartarate of potash annually than the 
the bread-eating people of Portsmouth. The 
small amount of saleratus used in bread-bak
ing, we are confident, is not the cause of early 
decay in the teeth of our people. Some other 
cause must be hunted up. 

• I . . .. 
Sulphurous Acid. 

'Ille application of this acid to manufactures 
has �en much impeded by the difficulty which 
the preparation of its solution presents on a 
large scale ; for the production of sulphurous 
acid, as given in books, is always dangerous, 
especially when its solution has to be prepared 
in large quantities. This difficulty I have 
overcome by a process which I here give to 
the public, and which enables me to prepare 
thousands of gallons per day of a saturated 
solution. The process consists in burning sul
phur in a small furnace, and conducting the 
acid gas through earthenware tubes, sur
rounded with water, so as to cool them. It is 
then made to ascend through a wooden col
umn, forty feet high, and about four feet wide, 
filled with pumice-stone, which has been pre
viously washed with muriatic acid, and then 
with water. Whilst the acid ascends through 
the porous pumice-stone, it meets a certain and 
known quantity of water descending, which 
dissolves the acid. By opening, more or less, 
a valve at the top of the column, a more or 
less rapid current is established. With a lit
tle care, a saturated solution runs out con
stantly from the bottom of the column into a 
confined reservoir, in which it is stored for use 
until required. 

I was led to contrive the above process 
from a wish to use sulphurous acid in sugar
refining, convinced that it would be far su
perior tc. the sulphate of lime (which was so 
strongly recommended a few years ago by M. 
Dumas and M. Melseus), because, that by its 
volatility, it would not remain in the syrups 
or molasses, and give them, as the sulphate 
does, a disagreeable taste, in consequence of 
the lime of the sulphate remaining in the 
syrup as acetate or lactate. These anticipa
tions were not only realized, but I also found 
that sulphurous acid possesses two advantages 
for the sugar refiner : First, that it stops the 
fermentation of his hot liquors as they come 
out of the filters ; and secondly, when proper
ly applied, it tends to prevent the re-colora
tion of the liquors during their concentration 
in the vacuum pan. In practice I found that 
very successful results were obtained by add
ing two gallons of a saturated solution of sul
phurous acid to every one hundred gallons of 
decolorized liquor, as it left the char-i'lter, 
and was collected in tanks, until pumped up 
or run into the vacuum pan.-Professor F. 
Grace Calvert. 

.. . . . . 
The B'dl'atlon of Man's Life.-A New Idea. 

A work has recently been published by M. 
IDourens, the celebrated French physiologist, 
in which he asserts that the natural length of 
a man's life is five times as long as the period 
of growth, and assuming that the latter is 
twenty years, concludes that the destined pil
grimage of man on earth is one hundred 
years. 

From his own observations, and facts de
rived from the observations of Buffon, and 
from natural history, he believes that the pro
portionate length of life in animals to their 
periods of growth is established, and. now 
claims to have discovered the peculiar physi
cal change in the system of both animals and 
men which indicates the completion of growth. 
" It consists, " says M. Flourens, " in the 
union of the bones to the epiphyses. As long 
as the bones are not united to their epiphyses, 
the animal grows. In man the same effect 
takes place at twenty, and consequently the 
duration of man's life is five times twenty. It 
is now fifteen years since I commenced re
searches into the physiological law of the du
ration of life, both in man and in some of our 
domestic animals, and I have arrived at the 
result that the normal duration of man's life 

is one century. Yes, a century's life is what 
Providence meant to give us." 

M. Flourens brings some striking and in
teresting facts forward, to prove the truth of 
this theory as applied to domestic anim als, 
and claims that it has an exemplification in 
the relative duration of growth and life in the 
camel, horse, ox, dog, and other domestic 
animals. In dividing the several periods of 
man's life, M. Flourens prolongs the duration 
of infancy up to ten years, because it is from 
nine to ten that second dentition terminates ; 
adolescence up to twenty, because it is at that 
age the development of the bones ceases ; of 
youth, up to the age of forty, because it is 
only at that age that the increase of the body 
in bulk terminates. " After forty, " he says, 
" the body does not grow" properly speaking ; 
the au!; ,.entation of its volume which then 
takes place is not a veritable organic devel
opment, but a simple accumulation of fat. 
After the growth, or, more exactly speaking, 
the development in length and bulk has ter
minated, man enters into what may be termed 
the period of invigoration-that is, when aU 
his parts become more complete and firm, and 
the whole organism more perfect. This peri
od lasts to sixty-five or seventy years, and 
then begins old age, which lasts for thirty 
years." 

Although we cannot entirely agree with the 
theory of M. Flourens, that with corrected 
manners, passions, and habits, the life of man 
can be prolonged to the lengthened period he 
mentions, we yet think that with the good 
conduct he recommends, moderate labor, 
study, and a systematic course of living, it 
may not only be extended, but its evening 
may be sustained in beauty and vigor until 
night has entirely set in. 

.. I • • • 
What shall we do About Prizes ' 

Within the past four years we have distri
buted the sum of $3, 700, in prizes for the lar
gest lists of s ubscribers furnished according to 
certain prescribed limits. Previous to entering 
upon this system of a warding prizes, we depend
ed principally on tried friends and canvassing 
agents to keep the circulation of the SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN upon a steadily increasing 
basis. We have never been disappointed in 
our friends, but we were cheated, and the 
pubhu were swindled, by a few unprincipled 
agents who took money for our paper and 
never remitted it to us. To save ourselves from 
suspicion, and the public from being wronged 
we renounced the system and resorted to 
one of offering prizes, which has been thus 
far most satisfactory. Within the next six 
weeks we must arrange our plans for the new 
volume which will begin on Sept. 11. We 
are anxious that the circulation of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN should be largely 
increased, and we wish to secure this object 
in the best and most unexceptionable man
ner. We are now engaged in maturing some 
plan for the campaign, and we present this 
brief statement for the purpose of eliciting 
an expression of opinion from our subscribers. 
We would like to receive an immediate re
sponse in writing from all those who propose 
to enter the field of competition, in case we 
should offer prizes upon about the same scale 
of last year, ranging in sums from $20 to 
$300. If these responses are promptly made 
and are of an encouraging nature, we shall 
announce within a few weeks a list so that 
all may begin the competition in good time to 
commence the next volume. The yearly 
subscription on all clubs above 20 names will 
be only $ 1  40. 

. . • . . 
MISTS.-The formation of mists never takes 

place if the temperature of the water be 
lower than that of the atmosphere ; but when 
the cold air above the land mixes with the 
warmer air above the water, mist or fog will 
be the result, which will be so much the great
er in quantity as the land surrounding the 
water is higher and deeper. It is by the de
position of water from the atmosphere, through 
the operation of this law, that the mountains 
$nd plains in hot climates are covered with 
verdure and fertility. 
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C. G. W. , of La.-You cannot procure a patent for 
making signa of glass. They are used quite extensive
ly in this city. 

T. F. , of Ohio.-It is supposed that the vegetable 
eeU is similar in its action to the galvanic cell, but it is 
a mere supposition. The brown precipitate formed by 
immersing a zinc plate in a solution of blue vitriol, is a 
Bub·sulphate of copper. 
J. S. III.. of N. Y.-The composition you mention for 

brass fixtures is lacquer. It is made with shellac dis
solved In alcohol , and colored yellow with tumeric. 

�. R, of Ohio.-It is our opinion that the white lead 
and not the turpentine is- the cause of painter's colic in 
painting with lead pigments. A portion of the lead may 
eVl>porate with the turpentine, and be inhaled by the 
painter ; this action has been suggested. 

A. S. W. , of N. Y.-A steam boiler will evaporate 
about as much water under sixty pounds pressure as 
under atmospheric pressure. If your boiler evaporates 
nine cubic feet of water per Aour, it is nine horse power. 

J. H., of Ala.-You cannot t·reeze water by forcing 
condensed ail' into it. Dr. Gorrie applied refrigerating 
liquids for absorbing the heat from water to produce ice 
in his rna-chine, As far as we have been able to obtain 
accnrate information, no profitable ice-making ma
chinery has hitherto been constructed. You may yet 
become the successful inventor. 

J. R. M. of -. You have given us no data for calcu
lating the quantity of water which falIs per minute 
therefore we cannot tell you the horse power of your 
water falI. State your question correctly, and we wIII 
answer it. 
L. A. , of N. Y.-We have had a host of communica

tions on the gyroecope. none containing anything of 
practical usefulness. We are acquainted with all the 
experiments related in your letter. 

B. M. , of N. Y.-Practically we know that water 
wheels do more work, aud furnaces draw better during 
night than day, but we have not yet satisfied ourselves 
as to the reason why. Water will flow as fast over a 
nine foot as over a twelve foot fall. 

H. G. W. , of N. Y.-We understand that pipes are 
used upon several lake boats for carrying steam from 
boilers into the holds of the vessels for extinguishing 
fires. This method has been "commended as " safety 
adjnnct by the supervising inspectors of steamboats. 
The idea of employing steam for extinguishing fires is 
old and weII known. 

S. A . •  of Iowa.-Mere static pressure cannot raise 
water in tubes) as you suppose. As there are 6 ·26 Ibs. 
of water in an inch tube 20 feet high, the total pressure 
of S Ibs. Oil a piston in a four foot stroke pump mak
ing 40 strokes pel' minute, will raise water 20 feet high 
through the tube, and discharge its whole contents 
eight times every minute. 

E. A. D., of N. Y.-You cannot successfully lteat wa
ter in a vat by placing the steam pipe upon its surface. 
Water will not conduct heat downwards ; so that if yon 
wish to accomplish your object, yon should place the 
heating pipes at the bot to';' of the vat. A steam jacket 
when applied to an engine, is a casing filled with steam, 
for keeping the steam in the interior of the cylinder 
hot. It is known to be an economizer of fuel. Watt 
discarded it for a while, but resumed its use again for 
the above reason. 

J. ,V. S., of Ohio.-¥ou are mistaken in supposing 
that telegraph companies could not use several wires 
twiited together for conductors , on account of their 
too great conducting powers. They have found that 
when one wire can do the work it is absurd to use more; 
just as it would be an erroneous policy to build and use 
three or four tracks of railroad to do work that can 
easily be accomplished on a single track. A lightning 
rod is efficient according to its solid section ; thig is the 
opinion of Professor Faraday. 

S. & M., of Ky.-If you own a town, county, or State 
right in a patented invention, and any one should in
troduce the same improvement within your territorial 
limits , he is liable to you for damages, and you can sue 
and recover from him. Jt would be ridiculous indeed if 
the pUl'chaser of a patent right to a speCific locality 
could be interfered with by the mere introduction of 
the invention from some other market, and have no 
remedy. 

G. H., of Del.-Constructing diaphragm ·pumps In 
the manner you describe haa been done before, and is 
not, therefore, patentable. 

S. U. S., of I11.-By taking a common pencil, and 
bolding it vertically to the eye, and observing how 
much of its length is necessary to cover the figure of a 
man at any known distances, say one hundred and two 
hundred yards, and then cutting notches in the pencil 
at the exact points, you will be able at any time, by this 
,.mnple means, to approximate closely to the dist8-uce a 
person may be from you. A knowledge of this simple 
fact may prove of service in many cases. We know 
nothing of a bass viol operated by horse-power. It must 
be a curious affair. 

J. C. C. , of Tenn.-We have never published an en
graving of Halsted's turn-table. Wm. Howe has ood 
three patents granted to him on bridges. Two were is. 
sued in 1840, and have expired, and one was granted in 
1846, and wiII not expire, therefore, until 1860. 

C. C., of Pa.-Models sent to us without the name of 
the inventor attached, are liable to be mislaid and fer
gotten. The law require. the applicant·s name to be 
put on hi. mode!. 

W. W. , of N. J.-To preserve your boiler from rusting 
while it stands Idle, introduce eome 011 Into It just be
fore it is stopped, and then run off all the water. A 
thin coat of oil wiII thus be left upon the metal to pro
tect it. 
F. G. S. , of Mas�.-Build your small boiler of a cyl

form, like that of a locomotive. Insert the steam 
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pipe into its top when you have no dome. The power 
of an engine does not depend on the length of its stroke, 
but the pressure of steam, and the velocity and afea of 
the piston. Cement for cast iron is composed of twenty 
pounds of iron filings, one ounce of sal ammoniac, and 
half an ounce of the flower of sulphur, made into a paste 
with water. 

Money received at the Scientific American Office on 
account of Patent Office business, for the week ending 
Saturday, June 12, 1868 :-

L. H .. of La., $24 ; J. R. , of Ohio, $25 : U. T. S., of 
Tenn. , $30 ; T. G. Y. , of N. Y., $25 ; G. W. S., of Ill. ,  
$30 ; J .  H. Q., o f  Mich., $24; A .  S. L., o f  N .  Y . .  $100 ; 
A. R. , of N. Y. , $30 ; W. T., of Me. , $65 ; R. H. C., of 
Ala. , $30 ; G. W. R, of N. Y., $25 ; E. R ,  of Mo. , $30 ; 
F. M. , of Ill., $30 ; W. H. R, of N. Y., $56 : A. D. , of 
Mlch., $25 ; J. A. A. , of 'l'exas, $30 ; B. & P. , of Mas •. , 
$55 ; S. S. , of L. I. , $57 ; S. N. L., ofN. Y., $30 ; J. F. , 
of Mass., $81 ; C. W. & W. W. M. , of Ill., $15 ; H. N. , 
of N. Y. , $45 ; S. B. S., of Mo. , $30 ; P. M., of Ill. , $30 ; 
J. J. W., of L. I., $30 ; M. D. , of Conn., $250 ; O. D. 
W. , of N. Y. , $25; G. F. D., of Pa. , $30; W. S. , of Mo. , 
$10 ; J. D. , of Ohio, $20 ; W. W. H., of Texas, $30. 

Specifications and dr. wings belonging to parties with 
the following initials hove been forwarded to the Pat
ent Office during the week ending Saturday, June 
12, 1858 :-

J. R. , of Ohio ; L. H., of La. ; J. H. B. , of R. I. ; E. 
B. , of Mo. ; F. B , N. , of N. Y. ; J. H. Q., of Mich. ; 
T. G. Y. , of N. Y. ·; J. L. S., of Tenn. ; A. D. , of Mich. ; 
T. E. McN. , of Pa. ; O. D. W. ,  of N. Y. ; W. H. B. , of 
N. Y. ; G. W. B .. of N. Y. ; D. H., of N. Y. ; J. D., of 
Ohio ; H. N. , ofN. Y. , (2 cases). ; S. v., of L. I. ; J. F. , 
of Mass., (3 cases); T. E. P. , of N. Y. 

. .• ' . 
Literary Notices. 

TROW'S .NEW YORK C[TY DmECTORY. Compiled by 
H. Wilso�n. We have just received this valuable Direc-
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fulness are appreciated by every one. It is published 
by J. F. Trow, 377 and 379 Broadway, New York, for 
$2 50. 

WILSON' S BUSINESS DIRECTORY for 1858-'9-published 
by J. F. Trow_cont,ains the names and addresses of al 
the business men of this city, classified under their re 
spective occupations. The price is only $I, and no of 
fice or store should be without it. 
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and the treatment of cattle generally, is so cheap (only 
$1 per annum) that the owner of any quadruped. equine 
or bovine, must really be neglecting his own interest 

, 

s 
if he does not take it. 

THE AMBROTYPE. By Chas. Seeley, A. M. Thi 
practical little treatise upon the art of producing collo 
dion positives has attained a second edition. It is a 
very complete and correct manual, and should be in th 
hands of every photographer. 
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e TUE MUSICAL WORLD-R. S. WiIIis. Editor-Th 
number for this week contains a beautiful piece 0 
music, by R. Goldbeck, composed to the words, H Le 
me Weep," by Anna Freeman. It is also.full of inter 
esting matter for the home circle or the desultory hOUl 
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TIlE AMERICAN JOUR"NAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY-Publish 
ed at 424 Broadway, .,New York-This periodical has 
just commenced a new series, and there are many im 
provements with the new volume. It is an excellen 

-
t 

magazine and very cheap. 
THE ECLECTIO MlmIOAL JOURNAL-Published by R 

S. Newton, M. D., Cincinnati.-The June number con 
taine some excellent articles upon medical subjects an d 
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS. 
A Ms�?tf8i��RS��ssr::'-t��
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e tors of the SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN, continue to procur 
patents for inventors in the United States and all foreig 
countries on the most liberal terms. Our experience 
of twelve years' standing, and our facilitIes.. are un 
equaled by any other agency in the world . .. The Ion 
experience we have had in preparing specificatiops an 
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Office, and wU& mOB�of the inve?-tions which ha�e.bee 
patented. InformatIOn concermng the patentabIhty 
inventions is freely given, without eharge, on sendin 
a model or drawing and description to this office. 

Consultation may be had with the fir11l, between Din 
and four o'clock, daily, at their principal office. 12 
Fulton street, New York. We have lately established 
a Branch Agency on the corner of F. and Sevent 
streetB, Washington (opposite the United States �aten 
Office). This office is under the general supennte 
dence of one of the firm, and is in daily communicatio 
with the Principal Office in New York. and person 
attontion will be given at the Patent Office to a 
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such cases as may require it. 
n We are very extensively engaged In the preparatlo 

and securing of patents in the various European cou 
tries. For the transaction of this business we hav 
offices at Nos. 66 Chancery Lanet London ; 29 Bouleva 
St Martin, PariP' and 26 Rue des Eperonniers, BruMe 
We think w. may safely say tuat three-fourths of a 
the European patents secured to American citizens a 
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;Zncerning the proper coura 

to be pursued in obtaining patents through our Agenc 
the requirements of the Patent Office, &c. , may be h 
gratis upon application at the principal office or eith 

e 
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of ������i�ti:onB and remittances should be a.ddress ed 
to MUNN & COMPANY, 

No. 128 Fulton street, New York. 
The annexed letter from the late Commissioner 

Patents we commend to the perusal of all persons I 
of 
n-

terested in obtaining patents :-
at !\IESSRS. MUNN & Co.-I take pleasure In stating th 

while I held the office of Commissioner of Paten 
MORE TH.i.N ONE-FOURTH OF ALL THE BUSINESS OF T 
O>'FIOE came through your hands. I have no doubt th 
the public confidence titus indicated has been fuIIy d 
8erved, as I have always observed, in all your inte 
course with the Office, a ma.rked degree of p'omptne 

ts, 
HE 
at 
e-
r-

skill, aud li.���t;;,t�e
t� t�\�est. of b�X;:"��11"6� 
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WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY- LAN 
& BODLEY, Cincinnati, Ohio. , manufa.cturers 

all kinds of wood-working machinery. Morris' pate 
Wood-BendeI'S, tor any shapes or purposes-more 
fective and economical than any other in use. 

nt 
ef-

Y 
d-ARTESIAN WELLS-WANTED TO EMPLO 

immediatelY-h-a practical artel!lian W"ell�borer. A 
dresa WM. STICANEY, Washington City, D. C. 

S 
PECIAL EXTRAORDINARY OFFER

ted 
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The great fifty cent Pictorial Monthly. The Uni
States Journal commences its tenth volume with 
July number ; and determined, regardless of any 
lay, to give it all immediate introduction into every 
ghborhood, we make the following special offer :-

To �iIi �����tW�th:;
I
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r
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Li fe of Christ. containing about 600 pages. elegantly 
und, and profusely illustra�d, or we will present a 
endid copy of Livingston's Travels in Africa, superb-
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of Lady Jane Grey." The postage on the books is 24 
nts each, and on the engraving 12 cents, which must ce 
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mber or the paper. We will also send our cataloglle nu 
of rich offers. J. M. EMERSON & CO., 406 Broadway, New York. 
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OR SALE AT A BARGAIN-ONE NEW 
13 ft; Iron Planer, wel�ht 10,000 Ibs. One new 18 

Engine Lathe, swing 30 Inches. One second-hand 
� s ��
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rs address or inquire of WM. T. SCRANTON, New aven, Conn. 

S 
D. BARNETT MALLEABLE AND GREY 

• Iron Foundry, Ha.milton, corner of McWhorter 
, Newark, N. J. Orders promptly attended to. st. 

PATENT GRATE BARS-FOR STEAMBOAT 
and Stationary Engines-manufactured and sup

ied by the Salamander Grate Bar Co., office 30 Pearl pI 
st. , New York. 

-
pI 
R

EED'S PATENT PORTABLE AND STA
TIONARY STEAM ENGINES, unequaledforsim 

icity, durability, and economy. Blrkbeck's improved 
eam Pumps, Portable Steam Saw and Grist Mills 
cond-hand engines and boilers. Most improved rna 

hinery of all kinds, furnished by JOHN A. REED 
0. 172 Broadway, corner of Maiden Lane, New York

St ; 
se -

, c 
N 
C' lty. 

T hese machines have no rival.-[Scientific American 
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he highest premiums awarded in 1857 by the American 
nstitute. New York ; l\[aryland Institute, Baltimore 
nd at the Maine, Connecticut, Illinois, and Michigan 
tate Fairs. Send for do circular containing editoria 
nd ·scientific opinions, testimonials from persons of th 
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h ighest social position, &c. 
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001, belongin� to the estate of John Parshley at h�1 
rice, if called. for SOOl1. Said tools are new, and In 
ood order. They consist in part as follows :-One 1 
oot planer. 10 hand lathes, 2 spliner drills, 13 No. 
rills, 1 bolt header. I sbaft straightener, plane center 
nd jaws. chucks, all .sizes ; also S of Foster's buildin 

b lock machines. 
N. D .. SPERRY, Trustee, New Haven, Conn. 
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1 -858. United States Gutta Percha Co. : We duly re 
eived th&-Gutta Percba Belting ordered from you, an 
fter giving it a thorough test the past Winter,. on Oll 
eaviest engines, constantly exposed to water, ICe an 
il and making 140 to 160 revolutions per minute ; an 
gain on two of our largest � \  Gwynne Pumps," makin 
rom 600 to 70f! revolutions per milll�te, t.hey have give 
s entire satIsfactIon, and we thInk It decidedly th 
est belting we ever us�d, and you may look for our fu 
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t ure orders as required. S. PETTIBONE, 

For sale b the UNI¥ij)
u
STAT���rrL'l:l��i�li 

GUTTA PWRCHA CO., No. 66 Liberty street, Ne 
D 
w 

York. 
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CIRCULARS WITH CUTS, ILLUSTATIN 
steam engines and machinery for making lnmbe 

hingles. staves, heading chairs, oed steads, and when 
leaning machinery, bran dusters, &c. , sent for Do pos 
ge stamp, by applying to L. A. SPALDING, Lock 

s t-
c t-
a -
p ort , N. Y. 

, W
OOD1¥ORTH PLANING MACHINES 

Mortising, Tenoning, and Sash MachiQ.es, and " 
��u��J�:r.;,�.
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h
��rlr,NTne,
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f ly 
r 35 
North Third st. , Philadelphia, Pa. 

d FIFTH EDITION-CATALOGUE CONTAIN 
ing 250 illuStrations of l\.f.athematical, Opt�cal an 

Philosophical Instruments, ","'tth attachment of a lar 
heet representing the SWiP,3 instruments in their a 
ual size and shap�t.. will be delivered, on applicatio 
o all parts of the united States, _by sending 12 cents 

ge 
s c-

!', In 
t 
t 
postage stamps. C. T. AMSLER, 

No. 635 Chestnut at. , Philadelphia. 

S WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAME 
to plane 18 to 24 inches wide-at $90 to $110. F 

sale by S. C. HILLS, 12 Platt street New York. 
or 
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0 CLARK'S REGULATOR-FROM TEN T 
ed twenty-five per cent saving in fuel is guarante 

in the use of Clark's Patent Steam and Fire Regu 
tors ; besides giving the most perfect regularity of po 
er at any desired pressure, and no fear of explosion 
Send for circular at 229 Broadway. New York City. 

la-
w-
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E. R. PRATT, Secretary. 

R FffiST-RATE TENON MACHINES FO 
SALE LOW-Medal awarded by the Americ an 

Institute, New York. C. P. S WARDWELL, 
Lake Village, N. H 

D 
DO, H

ARRISON'S GRIST MILLS-20, 30, 36 AN 
Ie 

for 
48 inches diameter, at $100, $200, $300 and $4 

with all the modern improvements. Also, Poliab 
and Stationary Steam Engines of all sizes. suitable 
said MilIa. Also, Bolter.!, Elevators, Belting, &c. , & 
Apply to S. C. HILLS. 12 Platt st. , New York 

c. 

S, CLOCKS-TOWN CLOCKS OF ALL SIZE 
als Regulators and Timepieces for all purposes. Di 

for lIluminating. VOSBURGH & CO. , AgeDts, No. 
Liberty street, New York. JOHN SHERRY, Manu� 

26 
ac-

ture)', Sag Harbor, N. Y. 

S 
TEAM ENGINES, STEAM BOILERS. 

Steam Pumps. Saw and Grist Mme, Marble :Mms, 
ee Mill., �artz . Mills for �Id quartz, Sugar Mills, Ri 
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hand by WM. BURDON, 102 Front street, Brooklyn, 
Y. 

H
ARRISON'S 30 INCH GRAIN MILLS

Latest Pat.Dt.-A supply constantly on hand. 
ice $200. Address New Haven ManufactUring Co. , Pr 

N ew Haven. Conn. 

T
HE WORKS OF THE AUBIN GAS CO .. 

(General Office, No. 44 State st. , Albany, N. Y. ,) 
now perfected, are adapted to all materials and 10-

alities, and are in successful operation in villages, fac· 
ries, and private dwellings. For full information as 
cost, probable income of public works, &c. , al)ply as 

as 
c 
to 
to 
a 
M 
bove. For plans, &c. , see SOIENTIP'IO AMERIOAN of 
arch 13th. 
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pright DriIls, Hand Lathes, Chuck Lathe, Gear Cut
rs and Vices, all in good order, and for sale low for 
sh. For particulars, address FRANKLIN SKINNER, 
Whitnev avenue, New Haven, Conn. 
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PECK'S PATENT DROP PRESS - FOR 

Jewelers, tin and copper workers, gun and other 
rgings, &c .• manu/actured by the patentee, MILO 
ECK & CO., New Haven, Conn. P 

n 
FOR SALE-AN EIGHT·HORSE UPRIGHT 

engine, boiler and fixtures, second-hand, nearly 
ew, all in good running- order. Address 

H. B. MATHER, West Norwalk, Conn. 

S
ECOND-HAND MACHINERY AT VERY 
low prices for cash.-Steam Engines, Slide Lathes, 

P laning Machines, Drills, Slotting Machines, &c. ; also 
variety of Mortising, Tenoning, and Sash .Machines, 
C., all warranted in good running order. Address 
HARLES G. WILLCOX, 87 North Third st., Phila
elphia, Pa. 
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S
LIDE I.ATHES, IRON PI.ANERS, UP-
right DriIIs, Slotting and Boring Machines, Unl

ersal Chucks, and a large aSE rtment of machmists' . 
ools, at greatly reduced prices. Address CHARLES 
H. SMITH , 136 North Third st., Philadelphia, Pa. 
v 
t 

0 

, 

M
ACHINERy.-IF YOU WANT THE BEST 

Portable or Stationary Steam Engines 'Vood· 
worth' s or Daniels' Planers, or any other kind of ma
hinary for working wood for the least amount of 

money, addre •• HARRISON FLINT, Danbury, Conn. 
c 

E
NGRAVING ON WOOD AND MECHANI

CAL DRAWING, by RICHARD TEN EYCK, 
Jr., 128 Fulton street , New York, Engraver to the Sclen

ifie American. t 

PAGE'S PATENT PORTADLE CIRCULAR 
SAW MILL, and Portable Steam Engines and 

Boilers mounted on substantial wheels, ready to saw 
umber, thrash wheat or gin cotton . Our Mills will I 
s aw from 2,000 �J����G\f� �o:, l..��i;::��e, Md. 

LAP-WELDED IRON BOILER TUBES
Prosser's Patent.-Every article Becessary to dri).l 

the tube-plates and set the tubes in the best manner. 
THOS. PROSSER & SON, 28 Platt st. , New York. 

O
IL ! OIL ! OIL !-FOR RAILROA.J?S, STEAl1-

ERS and for machinery and bUl'nmg. Pease 8 
Improved 'Machinery and Burning Oil will Save fifty 
per cent. and will not gum. This oil possesses quali
ties vitady essential for lubricating and burnipg, and 
{h�
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most skillful engineers and machinists pronounce it 
superior and cheaper than any other, and the only oil 
that is in all cases reliable and will not gum. 'rhe 
Scientific American, atter several tests, pronounced it 
" superior to any other theh . haTe ever used for ma� 
t����

ry
· " 
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N. B.-Reliable orders fiIled for any part of the United 
States and Europe. 

VAIL'S SPEEDWELL IRON WORKS, 
Morristown. N. J. , manufacture Craig's Patent 

Double-acting Balance Valve OsciIIating Steam Engines 
both stationary and portable, Knowles' Patent Muley, 
����
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Rich's Water-wheels, Forgings and Castings. Orders 
for the above, and all descriptions of labor-saving ma
chinerv will re.ceive prompt attention. 

JOHN H. LIDGERWOOD & CO. , 
No. 9 Gold street, New York. 

CORLISS' PATENT STEAM ENGINES-
About 250, most of them from 40 to 400 horse power I are now in operation, On application, pamphlets wil 

be aent (by mail), containing st.atements of responsible 
manufacturing companies. where the�e e�gine8 hs:ve 
been furnished, for the 8avmg of fuel, In penods varymg 
from 2)0 to 6 YCOrsRLfs�ISr:E�:ltiFi&'d'I�lecg�g. 

Providence. R. I. 

M
OWING AND REAPING KNIVES OF 
every description manufactured by C. H. LAME, 

No. 407 Cherry .t., Philadelphia. 'fa. First p�emium 
awarded by the United States Agrlcultural SOClBty for 
mowing and reaping knives. 

PATENT OFFICE MODEI.S CAI\EFULLY 
made on scientific principles, at lew pnocs, by H. 

SHJ.ARBAUJll & CO., SOD Broadway, New York. Ref
erences at:the office of tllis pnper. 

© 1858 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



�titntt anh �rt. 
• The I,oss of the Ava. 

The following remarks and �ketch, explana
tory of the' manner in'" which the Ava was 
lost, are taken from a new scientific journal 
published at Calcutta, entitled The Engineer's 

Journal and Railway Chronicle : -

" We give below a rough sketch, kindly 
sent us by a correspondent, illustrative of the 
manner in which the P. and O. Company's 
steamer Ava was lost. After striking on the 
rocks, she appears to have broken her back 
amidships, aud then to have gone down. 

The rock ou which she struck is between 
Pigeon Island and the mainland, about nine 
miles north of Trincomalee. It is reported 
that a fiShing light was mistaken for the har
bor light, which might easily have been the 
case, because the latter is a disgrace to the 
fine harbor, the entrance to which it is in
tended to show. 

The Ava had on board the only shaft in 
India that would fit the Alma. The last
named vessel, therefore, will have to wait 
until a new shaft is ordered, madll, and can 
be sint out from England. 

The passengers, as our readers are doubt
less aware, weI'e all saved, but suffered severe 
privations. Among them were several r�u
gees, and, we believe, some of the Lucknow 
garriaon . . .  ,:!,l}e.greater pal't -oI'the mails and 
the carg5 have gone down with the vesSjlI. 
In addition to a very valuable cargo there 
was upwards of £266,000 in specie on board. 
There is evidently no reason why, with a pro-

per diving apparatlls, a large amount, if not 
all, of the specie should not be recovered. 
The precise spot where the vessel went down 
is well-known, and there is apparently no dif
ficulty in the matter. The Peninsular and 
Oriental Company will certainly be very un
wise to abandon the wreck without an attempt 
of some kind being made. If it is abandoned, 
it will turn out a most profitable speculation 
to those who embark in recovering it. " 

Late advices speak not only of the !haft of 
the A lma, said to be worth from £2,000 to 
£3,000, being recovered, but also of several 
boxes of specie. When the last accounts left 
the wreck, the work of recovery was going 
merrily on, and there appeared eyery reason 
to hope that the valuable part of her cargo 
would be saved.-London Engineer. 

• Ie" . 
Natcher's MlIlI!ltone Dress. 

The improvement in the millstone dress 
which is illustrated in the accompanying en
graving is the invention of Gabriel Natcher, 
of Iudianapolis, Ind., and two patents were 
granted to him April 21, 1858, for his inven
tion, one for the dress and the other for the 
tool which he employs to cut the stone. 

The whole of the face of the stone being po
lished as smooth as possible, the tool which we 
will now describe is used. It is com,!!osed of 
one or more diamonds, inserted in a.handle, 
and when two or more are used they are to be 
firmly set in a row at equal distances apart. 
The crack or grinding surface is commenced 
at A. The furrows or cracks, A and, B, are 
produced by running the diamonds over the 
face" of the stone by the side of a straight 
ruler. The eurved lines, as represented at C, 
are m ade by operating the diamond by the 
the side of a curved ruler. The width of the 
8J;lace separating the lines upOn the grinding 
surface of the stone is regulated by holding 
the points more or less diagonally across the 

of motion. In the usual mode of dress-

£'titntific �mtritan+ 
ing stones, a pick is used, which being brought 
down upon the face of the stone produces the 
stellated fracture, thereby weakening the 
stone as far as the fracture extends. Thus 
the edges of the cracks weakened by the blow 
from the pick soon crumble awaY', wearing 
the face of the stone as the particles thus · de
tached are thrown oot. All these disadvan
tages are entirely prevented by this mode of 
dress. 

The line cut by the diamond upon a glossy 
surface which has never been disintegrated by 
a blow from a pick is clear and distinct, hav
ing its edges sharp and fine with no disposi
ti6'll to crumble, the cohesion being perfect up 
to the edge of the crack, thereby insuring a 
sharp corner or cutting edge perfectly straight 
and equal. The stone will be more perfect 
when dressed again upon this plan, as the 
diamond gets below the bruises occasioned by , 
the old mode of dressing with a pick. The 
furrow is smooth, having the side upon which 
the grain rises a regular ioolined plane. The 
passage of the grain to the face is uniformly 
checked by the lines at A, where the bran is 
taken off. As there is no crushing contact of 
the stone with the wheat, the sharp edges of 
cracks or small lines cutting or shaving up 
the grain, while no roughness or inequality is 
allowed although brought close together. 

The flour comes frQm. the atone with all its 
nutrition, as the stones run very close; scrap
ing the bran clean without cutting it up. 
There is no perceptible moisture generated in 
the operation, of grinding by this mode, and 
the spouts are clean and dry, because the 
grain is moved to the eye by the retarding 
curved lines until well ground, and while the 
motion is less rapid, - and consequently less 
liable to heat, the pressure being the same, 
when, having reached the extreme of the 
breast-circle, it is rapidly thrown from the 

' stone, finding few or no irregularities to re
tard its p,rogress. 

The inventor has sold half his interest to 
A. P. Orton, of the same city, from either of 
whom further particulars can be obtained. 

• ••• • 
Drawing Iron. 

When a bar of wr�ught iron is broken by a 
weight being placed �n it, it is supposed by 
many persons that the remaining parts are 
rendered weaker than they were before, on 
account of the, strain to which they have been 
subjected. This is a mistaken idea. Such 
pieces of iron bQol's are generally stronger, ac
cording to their diameter, than they were be
fore the bar was broken. The strain to which 
they have been subjected, by drawing the 
fibers' closer together, increases their density; 
and, as a consequence, the strength of the 
metal. A wire of one-eight of an inch in 
thickness is, proportionably, stronger than one 
twice the thickness, simply because its £bres 
are packed closer together by the operation of 
drawing. 

• ·el • 
The Brlti8h Post Omce. 

From the report of the Postmaster General 
of Great Britain, as published in Hunt's Mer
chant's Magazine, we cull the following in
formation :-Since the i�provement of the 
letter deli very system, there has been a free 
delivery of 300,000 letters per week or about 
sixteen millions a year. In London alone, 
the number of places .where letters can be 
pOlted has been increased by the addition of 
sixty new receiving houses and sixQr-six letter 

pillars-cast iron columns set up in the 
street, from which letters ate collected. From 
1840 to the present time, the net annual 
revenue hal increased three and a half times 
the amount-it is now $1,252,015-while the 
expenses have only doubled, being for the past 
year $8,604,015, and the amount of money 
transmitted through the Post Office in the 
shape of money orders was $60,901,365. All 
this is due to the energy and genius of one 
man-Rowland Hill. 

• .•. • > 
Douglus' Railroad Car Spring. 

This invention relates to springs of the de
scription known as " elliptic, " and consists in 
a novel mode of constructing and combining 
the upper and lower plates of the spring, 
whereby gr�er strength is obtained with a 
less weigh'!; of metal than is required in springs 
of the usual construction. 

In our engravings,· Fig. 1 represents this 
improved spring as adapted to railroad cars ; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same, modified 
and applied to a locomotive truck ; and Fig. 
3 is a side view of a double elliptic spring, 
constructed upon the same improved plan, 
and designed for ordinary carriages. 

The ends of the upper leaf, A, of the spring, 
are bent around bolts, B, secured in jaws at
t�hed to the truck, C, of railroad cars, or to 
jointed bars, I J, on which is suspended the 
truck of the locomotive, and the lower lea'Ves, 
E, which are made of different lengths, in the 
same manner as the common elliptic springs 
are madll, of a more rounding curve, so as to 
leave the space between the center of the up
per and longest leaf, and corresponding part 

.?iq. I 

.Pig. :.) 

Fig. S 

of the leaf, A, when they are arranged below 
the same, with the ends of the upper longest 
leaf sprung in between, and arranged against, 
the rounded ends, B, of the leaf, A. The 
leaves, A E, are held in their places during 
their elastic movements over each other .by 
the usual clips, near the ends of the lower 
ones, and by right-angled jaws, F, between 
which they are placed, which jaws are se
cured to the journal boxes, G, arranged be
tween the guides, D, secured to the truck of 
the car or locomotive. When this plan of 
spring is employed for ordinary carriages, the 
leaves, a h, are arranged in the relation to
gether represented in Fig. 3, and are connect
ed together by joint pins at c. 

It will be seen that the spring is supported 
at the center of the lower leaves, E, and re
ceives the weight of the car or other object at 
or near the ends of the upper leaf, A. The 
tendency of the weight thus applied is to 
cause the plates, E, to be straightened, and 
this tendency exerts a tension in a nearly 
longitudinal direction on the plates, A a, so 
that while the plates, E b, yield considerably 
in the direction of the pressure, the plates, A 
a, though sufficiently elastic, yield but slight-

ly, and serve to give great .strength. to the 
spring. 

Springs constructed on this plan have been 
in operation on the heaviest tenders on the 
Delaware and Lackawanna Railroad for a 
year past, and they are found to be capable of 
sustaining a far greater pressure with an 
equal degree of elasticity, and a saving of at 
least twenty per cent of steel, than the ordi
nary construction of springs. 

This excellent form of s�ring was patented 
December 29, 1851. Any further informa
tion can be obtained by addressing the in
ventor, George Douglass, Scranton, Luzerne 
county, Pa. 

-------.�,�.�,�.a--------
Habits of Gr&!!l!lhoppel'8. 

A Goliad correspondent of the Celorado 
(Texas) Citizen gives some curious facts in 
relation to the grasshoppers which have re
cently swarmed in that region. He says :-

" They have an especial fondness for wheat 
and cotton, but don't take so kindly to corn. 
The only vegetablll they spare is the pump
kin. The most deadly poisons have had no 
effect upon thelll ; fltllles of sulphur they 
rather like than otherwise ; musquito nets 
they devour greedily ; clothea hung out to dry 
they esteem a rarity j blankets and gunny
bags they don't appear to fancy. They swim 
the broadest creeks in safety, sun themselves 
awhile, and then go on. The whole mass ap
pear to start and move at the same time, 
traveling for an hour or two, devouring every
thing in their way, and then suddenly cease, 
and not move perhaps for a week, during 
which time no feeding is noticed ; and finally, 
they carefully avoid the sea-coast." 
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